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WEATHER
Denver,

ANOTHER MIGHTY SPAN ACROSS EAST RIVER

ANOTHER TERRIBLE NIGHT IN

SICKEN

RELIGIOUS SECTS

FiGHTiTWENTY-FIFT-

BEEN BURIED

MILITARY

IN FOUR

Many-Disturba-

If

At

DesertAssociated Press Correspondent Visits Reggio-Pla- ce
There Not as Great as
ed Except for Soldiers-Dama- ge
Witness of Messina Ruins Says That
at Messina-E- ye
People Who Escaped Were Rlvlted to Small Haven
Wtih Fear- - Begged for Bread on Their Knees With
Kipe Oranges a Few Hundred Few Feet Away on Trees
tread, while a

5.
Southern
Messina, Italy, Jan.
Italy was thrown into a convulsion ct
fear again last night by the reoccurrence of widespread eurthquakes and
loud detonations. The shock diminished in Intensity, however, as the
found
night wore on, and daybreak

"M' geololnp'bemyrv thi
if
tfetWTgtt
flt at anytime,
Thursday and Friday may
and

pf

earth movements,

increased the anxiety.
The fires in the ruins are gradually
being extinguished, but there is no
telling when fresh ones may break
out. The soldiers and Sisters of
Charity and all the relief workers
are terribly fatigued with the long
day and night vigil. Fresh troops
must be rushed to the scene to continue the work.
far
Oltielul figures compiled thus
show that 144000 bodies have been
neighburied In four cemeteries In the
borhood of Messina. Nine thousand
tefugees have left the city and 9,000
remain. It was proposed last night
that the work of excavating cease
and that the buildings in which bodies are believed to be buried be covered with quicklime.
A correspondent of the Associated
Press visited Kegglo and says that the
iiumbir of persons killed there and
the damage done was much less than
Heggio has been pracat Messina.
tically evacuated except for soldiers,
who continue the rescue work. A
large number of persons still living
were taken from the ruins today and
others can be heard crying for aid.
The cries come from deep down under fallen buildings and piles of

a,

Yankton Off fur Mmslna.
Port Said, Jan, C. The American
scout cruiser Yankton left here this
morning for Messina with medical
supplies and provisions on board for
i arthquake
sufferers.
She carried
also a number of doctors.
The battleships Connecticut, Vermont, Kansas and Minnesota arrived
here from Suez last night. They will
sail for Naples as soon as they take
on 'coal, which will probably be completed today.

Ilattlolilp

in Canal.
Suez, Jan. 5. The American battleships Kentucky. Louisiana, Virginia,
Missouri and Ohio entered the canal
at 8:S0 this morning and will reach
Port Said at midnight. Some of the
American sailors have been ashore
here and their behavior was excellent.
.Shli Half Through Canal.
Ismalia, Egypt, Jan. 6. The KenPKTKU'IKI)
SUtVIVOKS
tucky, Louisiana. Vliglnla,
WITH Fill Gl IT. and Ohio passed here at 8:30 Missouri
this affirst
had
the
Press
Associated
The
ternoon and will arrive at Port Said
correspondent on the scene at Mes- - at midnight.
sina. He round tne condition one 01
Ships (liangc Tln-lutter confusion. The first shock had
Course.
virtually thrown down the entire city.
Port Said, Jan. 5. The Itinerary of
soldiers were over- the American
The Italian
battleship
fleet
is
i hanged
In consequence of the Italwhelmed and In a state of bewilderment und wandered over the ruins in ian earthquake.
The new program
follows; Battleship Connecticut as
squads of from three to fifty men.
Little work was done until the ar- flagship of the fleet. The Vermont
rival "f crews from the Kussiun and and Minnesota will leave here at
British warships, who worked val- midnight direct for Naples. The Coniantly. Hoilies lay everywhere on the necticut will arrive there next Satursurface of the ruins and limbs pro- day. The other two will follow, maktruded here and there from the ing the best speed possible. Upon
wreckage. A large number of the sur- - his arrival at Naples Admiral Sperry
vivors were crazed by fright, but pan- will confer with the authorities and
Many threw ( ffer the services of the vessels at his
ic seemed iS hold all.
themselves on their knees, begging for , command.
r

BUSINESS

EXPLODES;
WATCHMAN KILLED

5. An
explosion
St. Louis. Jan.
which shook houses and shattered
windows five miles distant, occurred
at Woo, River. 111., today, when an
oil tank of 100 000 gallons' capacity
Henry Johns in. the
caught fire.
watchman, was caught by the flaming oil and burned to death.

JEFFRIES MAY

GO

AFTER

JOHNSON

IS

T'i

.

ahtit be

f rnrtsli- -

SANTA

FE

PICKING

UP

The Santa Fe reports tho heaviest
California traffic in the history of the
load, which seems to indicate that
prosperity Is returning In larger pro-- 1
i.rtioii.i than ever before. During
January the road will run extra California limited trains from Chicago
clear through to the coast. Arrangements have already been completed
for two trains to be un on January
12 an' "1.
These will handle only
tin n
ast passengers.
There
are r
i igs on the coast
t'Uiir
the Increase la
men
owing to im- -

Loj Angles "al., Jan. 5. A tumor
has it that liig Jim Jeffries has
Ml
his decision not to enter
the king again and that the
on is now considering a proposition
r
of the Johnson-Barn- s N
the promoter
battle In Australia to fight j.. i
Johnson the coining year. Jeffries 'ill.
4 an iiK the rumor but those In a po-- 1
i

ON

OF

NEW

WOUI.n-WONDB-

BEEN

BKIDGE-MTIX1XA-

R

N

MAYOR

New York, Jan. 6. The last trip of the steel spiders that have been
weaving huge steel cables for the new Manhattan bridge was engineered by
Mayor McClellan while he stood 200 feet, In a cold wind, above the Enst
river, lie had to pull a lever and hold ;t twenty minutes while the spider,
carrying the last wire of the 37.8S8 in the four bridge cables, sped nearly"
4.000 feet to the top of the Brooklyn pier. It took the electric spiders four
months to stretch the w ires, which are now over 24,000 miles In length.
These will now be crushed together in solid cables and will be wound
with galvanized wire. The superstructure must be completed by December,

I

7

1909.
New York Is proud of the new bridge, which will be the largest of Its
kind in the world. Hundreds of whistles shrieked along the river and crowds

cheered while the last

wl:--
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Washington, Jan. 5. The twenty-fift- h
Calcutta, India, Jan. 5. Terror
relfiia hiir. ncnln toilnv ns n result
annual report of the civil er-,,,, 1,1..
,
i me. leiiKious
nai, nineii v ns .j
""""" i
l'ciai interest
gun some time ago between the Hin.
as
eJntaini"
t
does a resume of th
dus and the Mohammedans, and ha
continued In a dlsultory manner. The commission's work during the first
attacks of the Hindus on the Mosque quarter of a century of Its existence

was being strung.

wetfk roanmmt

of tuen Hnva atrn

-

tnlfl

morning with double ferocity. The
new onslought wa, caused
by the
Mohammedan klllln the cow, of the
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The Hindus this morning entered of the merit system
the Mosque and dewtroyed much of Ollfl. And annronluH,.nhas been contlu"
1 1, mm
u .. iwl
uci n .1
kniwiVnil .
it r a
Ihrt
ovpr 'he patronage system which
V
down some of the walla of tne build- - preceuea it,
JT become practically
najj
unlverBal' Both political parties unite
by the desecration of in ,i,.,i, piatiorms
Inflamnied
,
to endorse
the crin- ,
gathered to the defense Mohammedans
of the Mosque
but they wore subsequently surround- - mlltshm en
ed by a military cordon. The Hindus pMhjrf idm.nlrauTofo"4
and
then attacked the military in an en- - t
federal courU, In thU
deavor to come to close quarters to u u lnlt.reBt,n
ote
the Mohammedans.
Iand neurl
thl
hundred
The troops fired, killing several Of collntrv
murtldil
wounding
party
attacking
the
and.
ten for c)vl,
A"S."
many more, some fatally.
'
V
report say sj
Isolated corrfbtttaiietwrcn MUrtnc
rPh end
cTiritSKjS
'
ace occur- - enforcenw nt linds the
parties or tne ,wo iac
throughout
ring
the district.
UublWwd and faithfully supported!
'f '" Justified as a practicable method
001. fVTlMi.N lH.I.Ii.
f,f obtaining economy and efficiency
Dealings
5.
in
.
Boston, Mass., Jan.
in thp -r'medy
the local wool market continue dull,
steady,
although prices remain
with.
.
ti .Ut
a firm undertone, fcocal holdings are ,5j,.""e
d !Z
very small and the entire trade Is "reaje du.in J
th,ftonlh,n ended
awaiting the new clip. Some Montana junTi.o
l
fine staple changed hands at 60c.
'
'
halfScoured white and a little choice
Mver ,h: llgures ,'1 rhn nrwAiUnr
blood has been bought at 23 He All year, there having
been. In round
very
quiet.
other lines are
numbers, 167,000 such applicant In
cor"P-ewith 129,000
In
r8""
A IIKMOIOIB AAlt
1907; while applications for the reg- dePirt"
Jan
Calcutta.
BThe
an ven great- "e7lce
riots here between the Mohammedans "L
io me loiai or
and the Hindus have taken a more se 82 per cent.oiie,uiiiuiK
This increaso In the
rlous turn, requiring the active in number of persons
desiring ,to .enter
tervention of the British troops to 4 .! .,.r.. ... .
..
"' INDIUM
.Inv t Titaehur.
Th
trooni wer D,e
the
l
depre
nanc!al
.""l,utc?
comnelled to Are on a Hindu mob. lon throughout
the country during
killing several and wounding a num tne greater part or
the year and the
ber.
lurge number of pursons thrown out
of employment.
In the matter of appointments It is
shown that during the fiscal year last
past more than 41,000 persons were
DIEU YESTERDAY appointed through competitive examination.
The report also brings out the fact
that during the last fiscal year more
OMiiiial In lH.,iry Ituri'aii, lil'iner
than 12,000 positions in the governcvsMtM'r Man. Vlitlm of
ment service were added to the num.Many IVIciuIh
ber subject to competitive examinaami a Brilliant J'nture.
tion under the civil aervlce rules.
Hugh H. Harris, about 30 years old, these figures being exclusive, of the
pust-Iri- et
chief of occupancy for the third dis- - large number of fourth-clas- s
t.'ie
in the bureau of forestry, died masters recently brought into
at 1 o'clock yesterday from tubercu- - competitive class by executive ordtr.
e
losls at St. Joseph's hospital, where This Increase wan due ti a great
"t to new work ami to transfers i"
was taken several days ago. Ho
had suffered from the malady for Unclassified and excepted position to
four or five years and had made an the competltve class, this fact being
heroic fight for life. He was very emphasised by official reports from
showing
ambitious, capable and Innured to un the various departments
had large Increases In the work of offices
uctive life, which undoubtedly
to
additions
much to do with his failure to regain without corresponding
the force of employes. iDurlng the
his health.
Miss Harris and Mrs. J, W. Carter, year free delivery was extended to 92
were pin'tofflces, thereby bringing a consld-caniof Chihuahua, Mexico, sisters,
eralile number of persons Into the
with Mr. Harris when death
lassllled service.
His body was forwarded to Atlanta,
The report calU attention to the
(ia., his boyhood home, today, w
Improvements brought about by vawill be made,
formerly worked on rious amendments to the rule, InMr. Harris
southern newspapers but later became cluding the reduction of temporaiy
purchasing agent for the Bell Tele appointments to a minimum, and to
phone company of St. Louis, where the improved regulations affecting
he received a good salary and was en- - the navy yards, the reclamation
with heavy responsibilities, vice, the giil'gk'al survey, the quar-Whe- n
he came to New Mexico for his termaster's department and the
he secured a position as city mlan canal (service.
Concerning the
editor of the New Mexican at Santa last. Col. floi thals, chairman
an t
Fe, but resigned It to enter the for- - chief engineer, reports:
estry service as a g;uard, thinking that
"l have endeavored to observe the
the rough life In the open would Im- - 'elvil service rules In s.i far a thev
prove his health. It had the desired apply to positions in the servl'e of
effect, but Mr. Harris' executive abil- the commission, and from time to
ity was recognized by the department time have impressed umn subordinate
and he was quickly promoted, step- officials the (nip rtanee and necessity
ping from one position to another, of the policy.
It is believed that in
and at one time having supervision the last year there have been few. if
over several of the largest reserves anv. Irregular annointments
In the territory.
He was fully com-- j
Kv. n In the mldat of the preeldenl- peiem ior eacn lasn. .kiucii resuneu.
eampalgn much has been gained,
in ins )niiiiuLiwii hi emei or occu- - ' duping tne year. In restricting ubuses
I ancy, upon the duties of which he' arising
from partisan activity of ofhad Just entered when death came.
ficeholders. The commission now pos-- s
Mr. Harris had a large number of
fses Jurisdiction over cases Involvfriends In New Mexico und In the ing employ, m In the competitive sersouth, who will mourn his loss.
vice, and Its Investigation of several
Those who knew Mr. Harris best, casts of Improper political activity
felt that he would have had a brilliant and the collecting of political assesa- future had his health not failed and niinl. rCKtlltPtl In T e rti , i v n . K...W I
hh death was
rendered all the .more
... n.i k , ..... h.,.. ...
,.,
e enr
i
oa.j, ei..,u:iv
ins n.miJgrurR BI1U nisi
ei 1.1
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FOURjWORK

AND

OFFICERS

SEVENS ARRIVE

BOY AND POWDER

CAUSE

IS

work
The bond for the additional
wh'ch Is to be lo.ie on :'ie federal
iuild;rg In this cl'.f lias !);n approved
audltlom!
and the changes for :h
stcry have been nviJe n the plans.
now
engaged In
are
Workmen
strengthening the Interior basement
;walls and with the arrival of the
stone and Iron structural work,
which is expected here in the course
of the next week, work on the magnificent new J130.000 structure will
be renewed in earnest.
Preparations have been made so
that all sash work will be mad.' :i
the grounds nr the machinery Is already In place. All the machinery will
be operated by electricity, which will
hasten the work of building materially. According to the statement of
E. W. Ttoberts, superintendent of construction, with favorable weather conditions, quite a showing will be made
on the construction work this month.

A quartet of negroes, consisting .if
George Harris, J. B. Smith, Pearl
Bridge and J. M. Burton were arrested late lant night by Officers Harry Cooper and
Marquette charged
with vloluting the
law.
The four negroes were In the pool
room conducted by (ieorgn Harris at
214 North Third street partaking .if
a game of cards. Though they declared the game wa merely for the
drinks, expressions of various sorts
pertaining to various denominations
of money changing hands, heard by
the officer who were concealed in
an adjoining room, Indicates to the
contrary.
The sad feature of the arrest was
the fact that Bridge, an employe of
the White Elephant saloon, had been
playing in "poor lufk" as he expressed It all evening and had Just become the possessor of four sevens
when the fatal rap on the door announcing the approach of the agents
of the law came.
The preliminary hearing of the
case wum net for 4 o'clock this after-rrianti-gambli-

nec-tssar-

1

n.

WIRES
SHE IS COMING

SihI Sale W ill ()m-i- i hi Matron's txk
SI ore in the .Morning al 8 O'clock.
New York. Jan. 5. Nordii-will
a concert in your city the evening of January
positively, coming
there direct from Los Angeles, where
she will sin; Thursday night, Janu
ary i.
' It. K. JOHNSTON.
(Signed.)
Hooking Agent for Madam Nordii-uThe above telegram warf received hy
Manager Matson thi.s afternoon
in
response to one sent by him to the
a

fc'.ve

.

manager and booking agent .if the
great singer.
Mr. Matson sent his
wire for the purpose of ascertaining
If It were possible that Nordica could
to
be 111 in ljo Angeles, according
rumor, and unable to reach here on
Saturday, the date set for her appearance at the Elks' Onuter. The
above telegram ascsures the people of
Albuquerque that they will hear Nor-d.ea.

The seat sale fur Nordica will open
at Matson'n book store at It o'clock
t morrow morning and local bookings
vill be made first. It Is expected that
a large number of seats will be asked
for In the morning mail, but none of
these will be reserved
until after
those in line when ttie sab- opens are
supplied.
The fc'ule promises to be a large one.
ions
Seats in the paniuet will be 3, the
dresn circle $2.50. the first three rows
mTY
In the balcony $2 60 and the remaindIN XEBHASKA. er of the balcony $2.00.
Jan. S. Northern
lern South Dakota Colorado IMiimhtmL Hi-o-t
Speak.
i drop of fifty de-uDenver, Jan. 6. At a meeting; of
within the last o caucus of the Iemocratic members
aereury stood at 10 of the House of the Colorado Legisn, Neb.,
Deadwood lature fhls afternoon If L. Luber
-

re

1JT

CAN

DEATH

OF THREE

TIME

IE

NOROICA

ON, TEQERAL

AT

j

OIL TANK

HAVE

"e-..-

five

V.-torl-

VIEW

ST H ETC 11 1 N O LAST CABLE.

d

minutes'
walk
beyond were orange groves with ripe
fruit. Fear for their safety seems to
hold them petrified in this small haven of refuge.
The Associated Press correspondforty-fiv- e
ent
light shocks
after the first great disturbance. One
of these threw down many remaining walls In the city, greatly Intensifying the panic.
Disaster ILstliiotly Kalian.
i'iie Associated Press correspondent
iW:l irutf thii x'n uJthe hotel
a blackboard with a full list
of the guests the night of the disaster. It bore besides the name of the
American Vice Consul Lupton, who
was saved, only two other English
nnmes, those of British subjects. The
disaster was distinctly an Italian one,
except for the American, French,
Turkish and Swedish consuls, those
of a chaplain and a few German shipping clerks.

the earth and sea at peace again,
but the .survivors, and the rescuers
as well, nervous and ' fearful of the
isjiution of further disaster.. The
prophesy yesterday by the authorl-vJL- "

CKXKRAL

v

APPOINTMENTS

Soldiers Fire on Fanatics Killing Rural Carriers Have Increased In
Five Years From 6.000 to
Several and Injuring
39,000-Ev- ery
Covers Large
Branch
of
Service Shows
District In
Improvement.
India.

-

OF MESSINA

Par-dliyzt-

IRREGULAR

SEPARATES
WARRING FACTIONS

it I-

NEIGHBORHOOD

IN

System Has Proved In a Quarter of a Century to bo
Economical and
Efficient.

t

Anxiety.

that

OF CIVIL SERVICE

Hindus Destroy Sacred Furni
ture In Mosque Because
Mohammedans Killed
Their Cows.

of Further Disaster Causes

be days of violent

REPORT

H

filfil

Vigil-Proph- esy

CEMETERIES

lid

Tonight

5

ITALY

Violent Earth MoAements, Accompanied
by Heavy Detonations, Throw Survivors and Rescuers Into Panic and
Terror-Mo- re
WorkWalls Fall-Rel- ief
ers Exhausted From Long

DEAD HAVE

J1.1.

NUMHEK 4

AND WRECK PROPERTY

14,000

Colo.,

Wednesday fair.
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Inez, Ky., Jan,
The small son of
Allen Cassel set a can of powder too
close to an open grate yesterday at
B.

the Cassel home and as a result the
house was burned and Airs. Cassel
are
and the boy and a
dead. The first two were burned to
a crisp, and the girl was fatally burn
ed and died a few hours after being
Cassel is
rescued from the flames.
one of the wealthiest plunters In this
fart of the Btate. The explosion was
heard a mile away.
step-daught- er

(i..

reJ

RANGER

"DOC"

THOMAS KILLED

t

"

T

.'T

?L

reuS nZtTlZlT.T"?
V,

TEKAS

Deputy Sheriff Pullel nun I hi' Quick'
Kottloii I'nder Arrest.
5.
Amurillo, Texas, Jan.
This
place was thrown into great excite
ment this morning by the shooting at
the court house of "Doc Thomas, a
Texas ranger and one of the "bad
SCHOOL BOARD DISmen" getters of the Lone Star state
James Keaton, a deputy sheriff of this
county. Is under arrest charged with
CUSSES NEW BUILDING the shooting, but refused to say more
than that he and Thomas had trouble.
The shooting Is said to have been
the termination of bad blood which
A meeting of the board of educa
has existed between the two since
tion was held last evening ill the Cendays ugo. w hen Arthur Banistral High School Imllding ami the mat siter,vi ral
wanted at Hot Springs, Ark., for
ter of the building nf an eight-rooescaped from the Jail here.
structure to rcliec the longestlon In murder,
Keaton charged Thomas with helping
the Fourth ward school was discuss- spirit
the prisoner away.
ed at length. Tli'iugh nothing definite
Thomas' body has a pistol on It and
as to win n tlie building would
he
Is believed thut the question
of
ereele, was decided upon the mutter itwhich
man was killed depended on
was placed In the hands of a comwas the quickest shot. The bul
mittee composed of President A. J who
Maloy. o. N, Marion,
John Conley, let passed through Thomas' head.
Frank Moore an. Superintendent W.
D. Sterling who will arrange for the
KILLS
making .f plans as well as investi- COWBOY
gating the cost of building and securwhich
ing any other information
DEPUTY SHERIFF
board
would be valuable ntiould tindecide to build.
The situation In the Fourth ward
Los Angeles, Jun. a. While atIs most inconvenient.
There are al tempting to
"Arlozn.i Jack" Elready three overflow rooms In that len, a miner arrest
Imand cowboy of
ward which huv. no direct communi- perial valley, Deputy Constablethet'has.
cation with the main building. While DemanvHle was shot and killed late
the action of the school board in ap last night at Newhall. thU county. Eljointing a committee to Investigate
c
on a pasaliur
freight
the plans und cost of building a lon
A pow.ie Is searching for him.
ti u in.
structure such lis will be ii'eded In
the Fourth ward does not signify that ST. I'Al l, Mt ITi:i IN
building will be commenced at once,
TIIUOIM l' BUZZ ltlt
lv is understood that such an addiI'aul.
Jan. ft. Twelve degreia
.t.
very
ssary
In tin
near
tion w ill be neci
below Ki ro was the loue-- t record of
future.
The building of a i e.v hli;h school the I'nited States weather bureau
building was also discussed but noth- thermometer today. A biting northing delinlte was decided upon. Ac- west wind Is driving a heavy snow,
ondltlons.
cording to the report of tin- - finan- making almost hli.ard
cial committee. $20,0110 would be Street car traffic was demoralized
erection of a new during the enrlv hours of the morn- needed f ir tinbuilding including a suitable bite, and il:g.
It was n t thoin;hr advisable at this
TOIIVMM) IX ti:x AS.
time to Increase the bonded indebtKl Paso, Jan. B.
.
tornadj yes
edness of the public schools.
Those present at last night's meet- terday uft. rno.m near Mlm ola, Texas,
Maloy,
A.
O.
ing were: President
swept bare a Miction five milm long,
J.
t,
N. Marron. John Conley, lieorge
wrecking the homes of L. C. Johnson,
Trim-HMoore,
If. K. Bryant and J. K. Burkhead. So
A. A.
Frank II.
Superintend. 'nf Sterling- and (sVc- - far Hm known no roie wi 4 V";
e.
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The Albuquerque Citizen
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
Bv tbe Citizen Publishing Comoanv of Albuaucraue, New Mexico.
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mrnod-Hn'irmUJr at the Posfance of Albuquerque,
4 CtasgMs of March S, 1870.
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daily newspaper In Sew Mexlae anil Uc be
a of Uie Southwest.

vdvoratr of Kcpiilillcan principles and

M.
ad- -

iWasetraUrvd

nc citiikn is:
na .vijti'Qr:K
k"xlsnc llrfrabltaan dailjr and wwkly newspaper
The- -

of Uie Southwest,
ueai.

Uie "Square

tKHS AIAVQCTEItQVK CITIZKN IIAS:
In New Mexico.
rKa Mm
rvaipfl b dcai-tmcm- t
Tk IMM rrpa-l-s by Asuoclated ITi-s- and Auxiliary News SttIcx
-- WE

GET THE NEWS lUtST."

STATEHOOD FOR NhW MEXICO"

admission of the territories of New Mexico and
rm terateimmediate
states in the Union. Republican National riatrorm.

XV,

U lasting
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DCow

that swell bloke, Roomy It Is all off
with you and me. I w ill 'jump off fio
Williamsburg br'dge or marry Hsl.le
Kyan. the news stand cashier. Then
both oar hearts will bleed. You had
better lunch with me down at the
I rople's Favorite.
Mine Is true love
and no mistake and you will be happy.
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ENDS

FOREVER

More Gastric Juice and No
Fermentation of Food
Will Cure You of

Dyspepsia.
If what you Just ute is souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
iead, refusing to digest, or you belch
gas and eructate sour, undigested
f 'od or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, had taste
In thi mouth and stomach headache
this is Indigestion.
A full ease of I'ape's Plnpcpsin costs
i nly 50 cents and will thoroughly cure
the worst ease of dyspepsia, and leave
sufficient about the house ln case
some one else In the family may suffer from stomach trouble or Indigestion.
Ask your pharmacist to show
you
the formula plainly printed on these
cases, then you will understand why dyspeptic trouble of all
kinds must go, and why they usually
lelieve a sour stomach or indigestion
In five minutes.
Oct a caso now and
eat one Trlangule after your next
meal.
They are harmless and taste
like candy, though each contains power suftieient to digest and prepare for
assimilation into the blood all the
you
food you eat; besides, It maker;
go to the table with a hearty, healthy
appetite; but, what will please you
most Is that you will feel that your
stomach and Intestines are clean and
freRh, and you will not need to r sort
to laxatives or liver pills for biliousness or constipation.
This elty will have many dlapi psin
cranks, as some people will call them,
but you will be' cranky about this
splendid stomach prescription, too, if
you ever have Indigestion or gastritis
or any other stomach misery, and eat
just one Trlangule of Hiapepsin.
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LARiA T THROWER

JOE O'BRIEN DOES

STUNT WITH A BIG BLACK SNAKE

HIU-Y.- "

Then he dispatched his ultimatum
of love, and until noon he fouy work-- i
rs of the towering .Syndicate suffered
narrow escapes In their entrances and
exits Into and from love's elevator. At
no.m the tollers from the American
Thimble corporation's general offices
on the thirtieth rioor huddled Into No.
3 oar and Hilly Kllng dropped with
them. Nearlng the seventeenth floor,
petite
he slowed up. A gray-clafigure stood by tho caging, reading a
pinkish note. She 'had already
"Up."
Mr. Kllng halted his car and gazed
upon tho lady. The lady gazed upon
Mr. Kllng then
read again and
gazed. The Irritable passengers fret-t- i
d, hungering for their quick lunch.
"I'p kid stie wants up. "Jo n

grg','.':-r-

d,

'

reg-Ist.T-

down !"

Put Mr. Kling allowed h's soul to
hine through his gray eyre direct to
the lady who read.
"iloiug down. Maggie
he a'ked,
hi a low, pleading voice
Mnigle
"doing down. Hilly'!"
.ind stepped Into t i ear f true
love and ne mistake.
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"When

$650
HIS

IN

ut

Nw that the worst Is over In the districts desolated by thein earthquake
an run... ..v.
Nrsr York World fluds it possible to "count the cost, ami
will be much
to
America
Immigration
Italian
the
prraicts
that
xvrlew. it
us. a. vesult.
many, many years before the
The World states Us belief that It will be mtho
catastrophe and that the
recover
fro
villages
cart
and
eiUea
laaastatad
recovery of San Francisco, where a new city was reared In the ashes
fes so parallel to conditions in Italy.
tit thatInslat.
destruction was tremendous, but Hhere
tbs American city material
their taith in its
was fctUw loss of life. The real city Its men remained,
in many an Italian
Hut
conviction.
and
In
sentiment
both
grounded
intara
e
ro shall the people are dead, while for the rest it Is a place of evil mem-aiiispoor prospects.
and licgglo can-ViUacea will recover more slowly than cities. Messina
requires rebuilding.
be killed. Their position in the path of commerce
UuwiKh Mewtna will continue to lose in relative importance to Catania and
Great modern ships more often go through the straits without
sall.ng
aaupp'iuj lor repairs or transshipping cargo than did the buffeted
behind it no such tributary country a theu
wraftof ota days; and Messina has gold,"
which smiles on Palermo; but
t.r the "ehell of
4in r tetania,
will ka again Messina.
survive, or
There are villages in the earthquake zone whichd will hardly
men were in the
ut Uita. antil the panic, almost all upthe
from the bare earth their ruined
ITnlteal States. If these people must build
haunted sites
rartanea. It la aa asy to do so In America as to stay by the hope
M1IIIMIHHJW
with laT their old homes.
Relatives in the New World will hold out
vish rousda. Nor should Americans of other races be backward in this.
DAILY SHORT STORIES
finnaie conditions will aid In depopulating the region. For years the
'Mndittoa of Sicily and Calabria has been a problem of statesmanship.
mining
sulphur
processes
of
baa hart the fruit industry, the c.ude
of the
mg the scantiest wage, and the barrenness of the grain landsmoney
sent
Nothing
but
"(H)IN(i IMVN."
as a continuing evil from the time of Cicero.
made life possible In many fa miles.
Jtna America has
tact,
in
all
but
statesman
The brief Ministry of Sonnlno, Italy's ablest
Hy Sluait II. Stone.
and planned tax and induthe railroad problem on the way to solution
of
debate
The
accomplish
little.
strial relier for the south, but had time to
He wore a
atach proposals as a government bounty on denatured alcohol distilled from
blue un even without
crisis,
fcrm and, by moving a level cusily
araauM
and grapes shows how keen is the
to and fro,
a car full of neivoii-- .
I7n)sa the living are too few to swell the hosts, an Increase in Italian hurrying people from the murhli
ilanniftTaUoa may be expected.. If the newcomers are to herd in our cities, iiiea. cavern-.ilk- e
tirst floor of th.'
full tide, much suffering .Syndicate building. She was a blande
waitine for the resumption of construction work at may
fuothelped
to
a
who
be
aasur atitl await them. But there is room for all
a very pretty one and
or seven hours In the day she sped
the land, which none know better how to cultivate.
her well manicured fingers over the
keyboard, writing dull, markct-tirm- ,
market-slac- k
letters for Tomlinson,
the broker. Tomlinson culled h r a
,
,
1.,1
iu
:i t i
'I . - - - Jwe!
v and paid 'her $5 a week.
. . .
i
j t- tl- - .1 ......
jea
uk uocrnuer unue ii x . 1. " ' .Ilnnnrtor
There had been no delinlte words
T Statistics, a tabulation of the principal crop areas, yields and values
bar 198. with comparisons with 1907, Is presented. The figures are lnterest- - spoken between Hilly Kllng, lord of
the elevator, and Muvt Maggie Sloan;
summer one heard much agricultural complaint that dry weather but there was at least an understandrainiOK the corn. Yet the corn crop of 1908. on an acreage of 101,788,- - ing. And Mr. Kllng read the How t
a errs increased less than 2 per cent over that of the preceding year, aver-ae- live on six dollars a week articliw in
price the .Sunday papers and schemed for
thne-tentof a bushel more to the acre, and because of a farm $280,-Mt,Imore cash In his
worth to the farmers
aiaa cnta a haafael higher on Iecemberis 1a was
good deal of extra money to diThings were Just that way when
aaora than that of 107. That
Kooncy, the advertising agent, took a
vide among ttte constitutional pessimists.
of
rn Is far and away our greatest crop In both quantity and value. It hand. Kooney had a
Is lbs! of wheat more than four times, that of oats more than fice on the twenty-eight- h
floor, a d s- sin ds ia linslii
Its value last year was two and a half times that of wheat, over cerning eye in the matter of beauti
tkmUau.
(ow tmca that of oats. The farm value of corn, wheat, oats and barley rats-t- a ful, blonde stenographers, and tho
tongue that lod or nature gave to his
was a month ago $1,700,000,000.
Si any persona are unaware that our second greatest crop is hay. That of splendid race.
'Good morning, Mirs IctJi-und,- "
he
3?S weighed as mach as the corn crop (70.000.000 tons) and was worth
saluted her one morning, and then
((US.M,int more than the wheat 6 18,000,000). of
potato,
lowly
and
worth
dollars'
the
two
million
you
hundred
raised
ipolnglzed
nee he )iad mistaken
Ut
abmst a kssdral million dollars' worth of barley. The tobacco crop Is valued her for the leading lady at the olym- crower.
the
It was a beautiful Introduction
S7&..ha
Uuatrative of the tremendous growth f our home market Is the fact and the poor, little typewriter girl
fetmt altaoagb war corn crop in 1S08 wiss 70,000,0O0 bushels larger than the hud an attack of headturnitis.
rmear befara. we exported but little more than a third as much (28,000,000
Mr. Kling overheard tlx bit of gal
dMssheht) la the tea months ending October 31, as we did in the same period lantry and warned the lady. "Watch
eal
ar fcors and cattle eating up the excess home supply at an Increased out lor that duck. liooney. He's
wl niate cents a bushel, and thereby In a measure accounting for the high smooth as cut glass."
rice kf yarterhause steaks and pork tenderloins.
And, of course, the warning was
Ureal atatare was good to tho land In 1008. The horny handed son of thrown away.
bnit artdaj tea aums to his swelling bank account and was enabled to order a
Hilly Kling grumbled, waxed a lit
EMt aatoaaabile to replace his 1908 model, if it pleased him, over the
tle desperate, then considered in ills
'phone with which he keeps in touch with the markets. It was a mind the possrollitles
of tiuleide, exile,
jreeir a prodigal bounty, despite the tightened times which were created by a drunkenness and the running
away to
aaave ttt emotion, times which we now recognize as having behind them a
sea. After that, he came back to his
of conditions more substantial and no better hope can be uttered excellent
elevator-bo- y
elf and did
the youoc rear than that in 1909 we shall see its like again.
the best he could. And Muggle, in the
privacy of lo r tenement boudoir, laid
YaCTe la aeroplane vrnxy and Is developing air travel as rapidly as pos-M- his ten-ceroses away with Mr.
long
country
Than
before America had them. Ilooney's bon-bo- n
had practical automobiles
boxes, and smiled
whizzing
cycles
were
ana
along the Paris streets at a
ears and motor
Tssi
and sometimes cried.
Mime wvhea the best we could do was to lie beneath our products and tinker
Then one day, Hilly Kling halted h!s
witb ttie woraa. It is only recently that the American automobile has reach-ne- d swift car at 17. As he closed his cage-lia pi.cud of eaceilenee comparable to the French ears. Parisians are quick
heard familiar voice In the
'to realise the possibilities of new things, liy nature they take to a novelty,
develop
now.
they
They
doing
they
once
are
it.
are interested
oaud whoa
this
"I'p-slalat twele lunch t ogeth-ei,- "
Vurwiaa ahawed them something about an aeroplane. Wilbur Wright now-thMr. Itooney was suggesting.
acmre. Aerial navigation companies are being oiganized, itulivld-jant- a
answering:
And Miss Sloan was
are constantly experimenting and the problems of the air are subjected "Thanks
so gooil of you "
they
be
will
practically
aa
Soon
will
solved and France
rsauiaed attack.
K
Hilly Kllng almost let his pass
Head tbe aarld in the building of airships, as she did in the automobile ln- rs drop through the third floor bedanltric.
low the sidewalk. Then he raged for
a while anil mourned for a while, mid
s
?arlsliad Argon: Albuquerque citizens an- at present engaged In a
after that he proceeded into action.
which Tta for its consideration the question of 2K0.0O0 in sewer bonds.
Thi Is the note no produced after
&dtk
Cartsbwd, Albuquerque has a flue climate, and also like the former (own. much effort:
without an adequate sewer system to make that climate effective, for
"Dear Mag: If you lunch with
wfctat the ciimate accomplishes in the way of restoration of health, the poor
uumitary conditions existing in both towns in a measure nullifies. Consequently,
itt anm areaaaent in favor of improved sanitary conditions applies to both

Tt
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was captain and manager

of the Hlehmond, Va.. team In 1894,"
says Jimmy Oilman "a long, lean, rakish fellow came to me one afternoon
and applied f"r a Job on my nine.
" 'Who are you?' " I asked.
I'm La:
"'Me?
Joe
O'tirleii,' he said, as if ustonlshed be- -

Woii:d Not ;lvi I'p a Cent in
PujIiik Hl line.
cause I didn't know him.
" 'What's lariat throwing got to do
San Hernardino, Jan. 5. 1. Jones
was pulled out of a Santa Fe box car with base ball?' I sneered, trying to
away.
at Ontario last ti ght where he h.to move
" 'Not much, cap'n, not much, per
ret r il for u night's lodging. Wlv n
haps, unless you're playing in a snake
taken before, the Justice of the peace country
like this.' he replied, soft and
this morning he was adjudged guilty
gentle like; and then lie told me his:
f
aB:aniy anil s. ntenecd to th story.
(i.unty Jail for ten il:iy. He wis
" 'I'm a ball player by profession
brought to the eity t.iis morning ly
a lariat thrower by birth ' said
Censtable Walter Hardy. ln the re- end
Jo, o'Hrien.
My father and grandel .ving room at the county Jail Deputy Sheriff Thomas Carter made the father made their living roping horses
and tattle on the plains.
When I
customary inquiry to J ims:
was 13 years old I could w hirl a lariat
"Hit anything on you'.'"
over the horns of a cow or bull as
"Not very much."
well as the best nf them '
Then the officer ran his hand
Wells, my star catcher, came
around the clothes of the prisoner in "Jake
at this time and heard the rest of
and his attention was nttracteu to a o'Hrlen's
story, heard it and believed
package, evidently foreiun to human It
old ball park in Hlehmond
anatomy. Just above the top of the wasfor a ourregular
sunning place for
edioe.
snakes. Great, sleek black fellows as
"What's that?'' asked Carter.
long as a fishing rod would crawl un"About $650 tend I am not going to der the rotten fences and busk
in the
pay any of it for my lln either."
soft grass and the nudlow sunshine
The officer found a package folded every day.
within a small piece of newspap'r,
"'One day,' O'Hrien Went on,
and tucked underneath the top of the was playing center Held ai Kl Paso,'I
on
was Texas. The outfield was almost alive
sick.
examination there
round greenbacks In
an twenty with blacksnakcs.
I stepped on at
!c
'dominations and totaling IH'i". In least a dozen while I was chasing the j
w
pocket
another
as a bank b ok nan .Many or tnem were big enough
which showed there Is also deposited to swallow a bird or a bunny at one
to Jones' credit in a I.os Angeles hunk KUlp. but they were perfectly harmthe further sum of JGfiO.
less and showed no resentment when
Five hundred dollars of the amonnt I accidently trod on them.
found on hinj.erson bore a band from
"'In the ninth inning, wltji a man
the San Him r.ai din'.i National bank in on third and two out, the man at bat
this elty. Jones explained that he hit the ball for over my head. I ran
had drawn out the money but a few back to where It rolled Just In time two or three times to get up speed,
days ago. The prisoner Is a typical to see it disappearing between
the rnd then with great
adroitness
laboring man and when arresteil ha Jaws of one of the largest and most
scraignienea nim out with a
had a roil of olankcts wrapped around beautiful blacksnakcs I had ever seen. snap, nis nead almost towardsudden
the
a pa r of bro?ans.
plate.
I siezed the reptile by his wriggling
James Itrou-nwho was taken ln at tail. All my old lariat throwing
" 'Swifter und straighter than I
InIhe same time, was greatly shocked to stinct came back to me like a flash. could possibly
find he had bunked In the box car I swung the snake around my head hall shot acrosshave thrown It, the
the field, straight
with such a wealthy partner.
Hrown
will alsj .serve ten days.
know Just what the standing of the
a DUoice.
Don't
policyholde rs would be.
A western judge granted a divorce
About this time former Supreme
on account of
and bad
Court Justice Kdward M. Hatch, counbreath. Dr. King's New Life Pills
sel for the Washington Life, and Henwould have prevented it. They cure
ry A. Itubino, attorney for the Pittsconstipation, eausing had hrenth and
burg company, called on Mr. Kelsey
dispel
l.ver trouble the
and the trio had an excited debate.
"o!ds.
banish headaches,
conqin r
Mr. Kelsey demanded an explanation
chi'ls ;,",c at all deulers.
of the company's sudden move, saying
o
1IOTI J, AIIHIVAIaS.
that it was customary for his department to gu over all reinsurance plans
Suvciy.
before they went into effects. JusWin. S. Filch, Kl Paso; J. K. Crane,
tice Hatch thereupon Informed him,
P.aton; T. C. Hart, Portales, X. M.;
he declares, that it was not necessary
T. A. Kanne,
Portales; K. C. Wade
to consult him at all.
and wife, K. C. Wade, I.as duces.
Later Mr. Kelsey said:
Report That Company Is Ab"Representatives of the Pittsburg
Alvaraclo.
Life and Trust Company have assurK. W. Wilson and wife, San Fran-Mis- s
sorbed by Smoky City
ed me that their company
Cisco
will
Hula Uobertson. Kl Paso;
promptly apply to do business In the
H. H Mayer. Cleveland, Ohio; C.
A.
Company.
York,
of
New
11 He,
state
Kansas City; T. J. Shea. Jr.,
and that the reinsurance is taken for the protection
New Orleans; J. V. Howard, Cleve- laud. J. K. Saunders, Needles, Cal.;
New York, Jan. .'. yuletly, almost and benefit of the policyholders of
W.
Fisher and wife, Fort Wingate; mysteriously, the Washington Life In- the Washington Life. The situation Is
being investigated by the insurance
It.
Craiton Kl Paso; J. C. I.eavitt,
surance company moved its headquar- department in connection with the at( 'hie igo.
ters last week from this city to Pitts- torney general's office In Albuny, and
St urges.
burg and the capital stock of the together we are taking steps necesX. A. llartinan. St. Louis', Tims. P. company
has been increused from sary to protect and conserve the InStewart, Socorro; H. T. Hennett, Trenterests of the policyholders."
to 11,000,000.
60,000
ton. Tenn.; C. Hetson, San
Marclal;
Mr. Rublno gave out a statement
The transfer of headquarters was
S. It. Miller, Killings, Mont.; Thomas so
for the Plttshurg company ln which
Kel-seIt
unexpected
that
Otto
dazed
s.
Mont.; J.
Mciiill. Hillings.
superintendent of insurance. he explained the object of the move,
Haltimore; Ueo. MoOonlgle. Flagstaff; The state
Mr. Kelsey knew of the which he declared was perfectly legal.
first
that
A. Pena. San Mateo, X. M.
that while the Washington
transfer was when a man rushed into He said
his oflices at No. 11 Hroadway and Life was solvent it had been losing in
For That Dull Feeling After Futl'ig. said that the bonds, securities, assests business and it was finally decided to
I have used Chamberlain's
Stomach and correspondence of the Washingtransfer the policies auj Interests to
and Liver Tabk-for some time, and ton Life had beeu loaded in moving the Pittsburg company. He gave the
me
they
testify
done
have
oa.i
that
vans and taken to j:rsi y City, where total assets of the later concern as
more good than any tablets I have they were placed aboard a box car $23,166,37.89, its Income as J4.fi00,-00evtr used. My trouble was a heavy billed to Pittsburg.. When the forty-od- d
and insurance in force as
dull feel'lng
The policy holders number
after eating. David
employes reported for duty they
Freeman, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These were given a month's salary and told !3.000. In regard to raising the capital stock from $660,000 to $1,000,000
tablets strengthen the stomach and to seek positions elsewhere.
improve the digestion. They also regMr. Kelsey was astounded.
He he said that the necessary amount
ulate the livtr and bowels. They are couldn't believe the report and so had been paid in during the da; This
far Mipeiior to pllU tut cost no more. hurried two examiners to the com- would raise the figure high enough
Get a free sample at any drug store pany's building. Later they returned to comply with the insurance laws of
anc! see what a splendid medicine with the Information that the comthis state.
It is.
pany had absolutely
The figures given by Mr. Rublno are
disappeared,
along with the records of 32,06!) poli- a bit confusing when it Is considered
cies outstanding representing' over that the income of the Pittsburg Life
$57,S58,321 In insurance, and assests was but $1,044. 600 and the surplus
but $77,385 on Dec. 31. J907. The
close to $19,000,000.
More astounding still was the fact that without so seeming discrepancy Is due to the fact
much as conferring with Mr. Kelsey that the Pittsburg Life now includes
who is supposed to guard the Inter- in its figures the Income of the Washests of policy-holde- rs
in the state, the ington Life.
company had transferred nil Its poliThe Pittsburg company, which concies to the Plttshurg concern and had siders itself strong enough to take ov.
decided to write no new business. Lat- tr the Washington Life, is a small
It makes no difference to us whether your bill of macorporation operating
er It was learned that the. real estata I'ennsylvanli
terial be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
I'p
held by the Washington Life in New only in Peni.sylvanla and Ohio.
Yolk had been made over to the to a month ago it operated in West
the country, we are prepared to furnish the same at
Virginia, where it was barred from
Pittsburg company.
lowest prices. Our lumber is well seasoned, which
No sooner had Vr Kelsey received the state on tie ground that its finanmakts it worth 15 per cent more to the building than
the report of his examiners than he cial condition e ia not satisfactory.
up the attorni
When the WesL Virginia commisoffice
called
the lumber you have been bujing. Tr us.
at Albany to tlnd out if the transfer sioner tried to exam ne the concern
was legal and also sent for his personhe could not get the bo,ks. The Pitts
SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
al counsel, former Atiorney General burg officers, it is said, naved him off
Mayer.
The Albany office could give by having the Pe nnsylva 1I.1 insurance
FIRST STREET,
South of Viaduct,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
him little information, Mr. Mayer
department make an n s'.igation.
to be stumped, and Mr. Kelsey This Is significant, as it is well known
was forced to admit that he didn't that the department execises little
I. lit He
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supervision over its home companies.
Tha West Virginia commissioner
agreed to wait until the Pennsylvania
examination had been completed. The
latter office asked Mr. Kelsey to have
tha St. James building in this city
appraised, and this the New York
superintendent did, with the result
that he fixed the value $3f0,000 below the figures at which the company tarried it. The Pennsylvania department refused to accept this valuation, and sent one of its own men
to do the work over. As a result of
this the valuation was raised enough,
to permit the company to show a surplus.
In 1906 the Pittsburg Life absorbed
the Security Trust and Life Insurance
company of Philadelphia, which made
a specialty of insuring
or impaired risks. This concern had
never been a success, and was saddled
with the St. James building. The purchase, however, permitted the Pitta-bur- g
company to make a better showing in Insurance In force.

WASHINGTON
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nt

into the catcher's mitt, and the runner was out by just a step. Do
I
get a job?'
"'Yes,' says I. 'you do,' and the
case ball records for
will tell
you that lariat throwingls4
Joe O'Hrien
was the best outfielder the fans of
Richmond ever applauded."

LIFE MOVES TO
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A Horrible- -
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Wa.-kin-

e
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cam-twlc-

au

The president a message yesterday was quite mild, but il was undoubt-.U?- r
auanewhat f a surprise to some members of Congress, In that It served
ana
the president's position very clear and left some of the law makers

'hi a

embarrassing plight.

dc-iddt-

T'ader a proliibitinn regime, sevenly-thtfraak on New Tear's day. Perhaps it Is
saad in dear old Atlanta.

e men were
in c jlcs to add

n

're(tmti

livnl Bays Ite uauls no more

.manl has laid a hit'awny for a rainy
ctMiUS

iul-money.
Ah
day and ii is certainly
l

no doubt, the
raining in the

seistiMM-huod-

Tan ram not be a diplomat, but the
a genuine pKsuni" dinner January

Unaee

arrested for being
that tlie.se arrests

W real diplomacy

announcement that he is going to
J.I, looks exceedingly like a stroke

Ufark Twain erlehialed his seventy-thir- d
birthday recently. .Vow If he
to white tiuu(i I suiting, it is reasonable to suppose that we will not
JUmux auure alar
Kb us in thlj land of aiu and sorrow.

jclk-Ji- a

ECONOMY

IN

Hold-- l

p.

"About ten years ego my brother
was "held up" in his work, health
and happiness by what was believed
to be hopeless consumption." write
W. R. Lipscomb, of Washington, D.
C.
'"He took all kinds of remedies
and treatment from several doctors,
but found no help till lie used Dr.
King' New Discovery and .van wholly
cured by six bottle.-- . H.. u a well man
today." It's quick to rell.-vand the
surest cure for weak or .sore lungs,
hemorrhages, coughs and colds, bronchitis, la grippe, asthma and all bronchial affections.
5Ue and $1. Trial
bottle free Guaranteed by all dealers.

For Uie best work on shirt waists
patronlxe Ilubbs Laundry Ou.

Look Better

LUMBER

VELVET SKIN LOTION
Clears the Skin Quickly

$1.00 a Bottle
Write for FKEK Uooklet on Successful Home Treatment of the skin

AILEEN BERG
KL PASO, TEX.

e

j

Tl is Preparation ig gold ia
querque at, tbe Parisian.

Albu-

TUESDAY, JANUARY

5,

10.

SYLVAN TE CAMP

Eat What You Want

HAS MANY

And let Kodol digest

METALS
Description of the Country by
Mining Engineer In the

Cat a sufficient amount of food, whelesome food
very day. Eat what the appetite calls for, because that is what the health and strength of the
body require.

Mining

Then don't worry about Indigestion or dyspepsia;
but take Kodol occasionally at the times when
you need it, and your food will be digested completely ; but don't diet and don't deny yourself the
food you like, for dieting ia unnecessary; It ia
wrong to be hungry.

t!io nam" of a new gold
nmv in th Initial state
liMT.t that is tloVtlnctl soon
notion of mining In- iit
i.
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district comprise the
rthcii oortion of the Hailiita
situated in the southwest
mount."
Mrncr or the territory of New Mexico. While the mountains about
had in the past yielded lead
nil copper ores, the existence of Rold
wa not seriously considered until last
apriii. whi n a number of dry gulches
iisclosiil profitable amounts of free
fold in placer Rround. Following this
mane c:i me the discovery of lode
lines. Mil the pradual opening of a
number of promising properties.
The llachita mountains comprise a
ridge of hills rlslnj? from 800
raiiKc
to ir.oo feet above the wide valleys
that In. viler on each side. This range
Is about thirty miles In length and
three miles wide, and is the result of
north and south faulting) and a series
of uplifts on the eastern side giving
the bedded rocks a sharp inclination
to the westward. Limestones in vnrl- slate
tis stasis of metamorphism.
and quartitlte constitute the sedimentary beds, while the eruptive rocks
are represented by dl'rlte. diabase.
quartz, porphyry and rhyolite. These
are disposed as interstratifled sheets
r sills and dikes.
All the mineral value of the district are associated with some of the
Igneous rocks. The copper deposits
north of Sylvanitp rest In the contact
between white limestone and overlying di 'rite. and in the lime. The
targe quartz and Iron veins are along
side of vertical dlorlce dikes and the
edimentary rocks. The rich smaller
quartz veins rich In tellurium minerals and free gold are entirely In
a diorite field. Another valuable vein
from which four carloads of ore have
been shinned, runs with and nearly
In the center of a sixty-fowide dike
f
The most noted
properly of the district differs from
the preceding ones in that it is a zone
r strata of quartzlte, resting between
limestone md slate, thirty feet wide,
and with It small seams of Intrusive
rock. It Is sheared across the hedging planes, the fractures and Jointing encrusheil with vui.u quart, and
quartz streaks running through the
entire mass. The ore shows tellurium
minerals and free gold. Six openings
on this zone show gold ore of commercial value. Further south three
to Ave miles from Pylvanite the veins
are strong and prominent, some
showing gold us the principal value,
ethers yielding high assays in silver.
Still further down the range copper
again seems to predominate.
Charley.
The broken Jug. Wake-u- p
Merry P.ird, Hand-ca- r
and Nederland
mines are samples of veinB entirely
ia the diorite. A grab sample from the
Nederland. assayed by Henry E.
Wood, returned 151 per ton. This is
bonded by Messrs. liene- the.1 property
I
I""
rt
r tt
m
anu .VAn.tnn.H
tlIIId, r y . IT..
II annuln n.,,1
Colorado Springs and Denver, four
ears of ore from the Gold Hill mine
bended by Messrs. Carlton of Cripple
Creek, returned $29 to $9 per ton.
A sample of "sorted ore" from the
Camp and Ish (quartzite) property
gave a return of $253.80 per ton.
The expense of converting the ore
skipped from the Cold Hills mine was:
Wagon haul. $2; railroad freight to
louglas. $1; smelting charge, $2; total, $.". per ton. The ore is highly siliceous, and is utilized by the large
copper smelters at that point.
yiyvaiiite is situated about thirteen
wiles southwest of llachita, a station
between Kl Paso and Douglas on the
Paso and Southwestern railroad.
Automobile and stages afford good
is
The puulatlon
transportation.
about 600, stores, restaurants, lodging
houses suflU'lent for present needs.
Accommodations fair, prices very low.
Telephone connection with telegruph
flice at llachita. A good newspaper.
th- Slvanite Miner, is edited and
printed by by a conservative mining
A.
engineer. Mr. W. J. Stoneham.F. Wueiisch in Mining Investor.

Food Is fuel for the body. It furnishes blood,
bone, health and strength ; but it must be digested
first, and you are not going to be healthy or strong
as long as your stomach falls to do its work.

Tin- -

Don't fear to eat the food you like for as you
know the body requires a variety of it and that
which you don't eat may be the Tery thing you
need to supply the necessary strength for your tody.

Syl-ranl- te

We say eat what yon - nt and let Kodol digest It.
Kodol all the time ; you
Nor do you have tou
wouldn't want to have iu take it all the time.
Take it Just when you need it, and in that way allow it to help the stomach to get strong and well.
But when you do eat what you want and what
you like best, be sure that all the food is digested;
you must be sure that the stomach is able to digest it.

no indigestion.

Else that portion of the food, which remains in
the stomach undigested, irritatea the stomach lining, and that is what causes pain. Then again undigested food ferments in the stomach and; that ia
what causes sour risings, gas and belching.

I.

II

I

btate of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County, as:
frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner ( f the firm of K. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business tn the
City of Toledo, County and 8tate aforesaid, and that said tlrrn will pay the
DOL.L.AK1S
uum of ONE HUNDRED
case of Catarrh
fer each andbe every
use of
by
cured
the
cmnot
that
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
KHANK J. CHKNKV.
Bworn to before me and subscribed
is mv presence, this 6th day of De

cember, A. D., 1S86.
A. W. OLEABON,
Notary Public
(Seal.)
Mall s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
aau acts directlv on the blood and
surfaces of the system. Bend lor
testimonials free.
CO., Toledo, O.
K J. I'HENKY
Hold tv druggists. 7bc.
Family
Pills
for const!
Hall's
Take

mu-sm- is

altlon.

Hair Dresser a nil ClilropodlsU
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors

op-td- te

the Alvarado and next door to
Sturge6' cafe, is prepared to give
do hair
thorough scalp treatment,
dressing, treat corns, bunions and
agrown nails. She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cre.vm builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and is
tunranteed not to be Injurious. She
prepares hair tonic and cures
alo prevents
dandruff and hair fall-- a
an
out, restores life to dead hair,
moles, warts and superfluous
talr. F"r any blemish of the face,
U and consult Mrs. Bambini.
1

it

in the

Citizen

Quilook

for a
Prosperous
Business Season

And here Is where Kodol is so effective. It digests what you eat and does it completely. It en
ables you to eat just what you like and just what
your appetite demands.
Kodol doesn't simply digest certain kinds of food- -it
digests every kind of food. It acts as Nature
acts and it assists Nature In assimilating the food--it
helps Nature get out of the food what there Is la
it strength, blood, bone, muscle and life.

Is Qo&d

Kodol la for you. Kodol Is for anyone and every
one who needa it and we want you to try it now
and be convinced that you can eat just what you
like if you will only let Kodol digest for a time
that wLioh you do eat.

Our Guarantee
to your druggist today and get a dollar bottle,
and if after using the entire bottle you can honest
ly aay you have received no benefit! from it, return
the bottle to the druggist end he will refund your
money to you without question or delay, and we
will pay the druggist the price of the bottle purchased by you.
This offer applies to the large bottle only and te
one in a family. The dollar bottle contains 21
times as much as the fifty cent bottle.
Kodol la prepared at the laboratories of K. 01
DeWltt & Co., Chicago.
Go

TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DON'T LET TOMORROW TAKE CARE of ITSELF

H. O'RIELLY CO

reports to the that the Issues made prominent by
there has been no friction Mr. Hrynn were false ones and that
between Mr. Taft and the they did not appeal to the people or
'whatever
'
members of the next Congress. All la any way Influence their decision ut
recognize that the new bill should he the polls. The people did not care for
(framed In accordance with the pledge a new law guaranteeing bank deposmade in the last Republican platform its; they did not care whether there
and thai in no instance will the prin- was publicity concerning campaign
ciple of protection be abandoned, but funds or not; they did not care about
that there will simply be a new ad- & new law concerning Injunctions;
justment to conform to the changed they did not care for many things
conditions since the Dinghy law was which Mr. Bryan predicted must come
about or else would be followed oy
enacted nearly twelve years ago.
It Is well to know also that the re- distrust and ruin. They did, however,
lations between Mr. Taft and Speaker care about the restoration of confl-dtne- e
and prosperity In the business
Cannon are very close and friendly In
spite of the desire of many newspa- world, and they knew last fall as they
per correspondents to ive a different knew in 1896 and 1900 and 1904 that
would only come
impression. There is no doubt what this prosperity
ever that Mr. Cannon will be elected through a- Republican Congries and a
speaker of the House when the extra Republican administration.
Evidently the lesson taught in 1892
msson is called, and H Is not likely
either that there will be any substan- und the years following had not been
tial change in the rules as they at ft rgotten and will not be forgotten for
present exist. It is recognized on all ytairs to come. The people Jiave consides, by Democrats as well as Repub- fidence in the Republican party. They
licans, that some such rules as those have confidence in the Republican
now in exiotence are absolutely neces- principles, and they prefer to keep
sary for the proper transaction of Republicans In control of the governpublic business. It Is aLso recognized ment, both In the executive mansion
of these and ut the capltol, for years to come.
that In the Interpretation
rules Speaker Cannon has been emillrave lire Laddies.
nently fair not only to both parties,
often receive severe burns, putting out
but to the interests of the people ae fires,
then use Bucklen's Arnica Halve
well as In the interest of speedy and
and forget them. It soon drives out
proper legislation. A reaction is
For burns, scalds, wounds, cuts
taking place in the sentiment pain. bruises
its earth's greatest healer.
which was created about the speaker and
old
cures skin eruptions,
during the last campaign. It is rec- Quickly
bolls, ulcers, felons; best pile
ognized that many of the accusations sores,
brought against him at that time were cure made. Relief is instant. 25c at
rot only wrong, but positively cruel, all deulers.
and there is no one now that dares
eay or write a word in disparage- COMMITTEE WORKS
ment of the speaker's action and be
able to substantiate any claim that h
in any way adverse or would convict
ON NEW TARIFF Bill
inc pjm aft' i ' i n i unfi uipiiip.
inIn addition to the prospects for
creased business during the coming Congress Gcta Down to Work and
KxpcctJi to Put Through Koine
year is the actual etate of the country
Important Acts;.
at present, due largely to the splendid
crops of the year just past. The reWashington, Jan. 5. Although It is
port of the secretary of agriculture generally understood
that little, legis
shows that the farm value of all farm lation besides the appropriation bills
products for 190S reach $7,778,000,-00- 0 can be expected at the short session,
the greatest in our history this still recent Republican congresses have
too. In spite of the fact that the enacted most
measures
Important
prlc-Kof cottton and hay have been i Into law not only during the long
very low.
resslon, but the short session as well,
This great crop will be marketed at and there Is no doubt that the presgood prices, and the business Interests ent short
session will prove to be a
ot" the country will soon reflect the
most Important one. An early start
gnat prosperity of tin- agricultural has been made in the appropriation
intercuts.
bills, and It la predicted that several
The Answer to llryanlhiii.
new general laws will be put on the
Recent failures have been below the statute books.
normal. while building operations
While the general work is going on
have been on the Increase, so that the ways and means committee will
every condition in financial and In- In- preparing the new tariff bill, which
dustrial and commercial circles points will be ready to report soon after the
to the pr
which Is now so
extra session is called about March
expected by all. Thief, then, 15. Thfe hearings before the commitmade,
Reby
Is
that
lis the aiswer
tee have been very complete, covering
publican b ailers to Mr. Kryan and his the widest possible scope. A signifiu
new
inj'
to
t
who
tried
f'llowers
has
cant feature of theSM hearings
is into the recent campaign for the teen the protectionist feentirnent in
purpose of discrediting the Republi the south, nearly every state asking
can parly, for the purpose of raising tor protection for its product. Kven
a cry that calamity would come if the
old time southern Democrats have adDemocrats were ii"t successful and vocated higher duties, and It will be
for the purpis-'- of getting control of interesting to note how Democratic
the administration and offices which senators and representatives vote on
have been controlled since 1896 by the final passage of the bill, a bill
the Republican party. It U Seen now that will give protection to all sections of the country, south as well as
north, east and west, a principle maintained iu every Republican tariff law.
vision in spite of many

s

contrary,

BUSNESS
REVIVAL

ot

I

'

These are the things you have to get rid ef but
you can't do it by starring yourself. Weakening
the body is not strengthening the stomach. Yet
you do weaken the body when you deny yourself
some article of food you find does not agree with
you.

-

quartz-porphyr-

Want ada pYlnted
ring results.

Th

There can then be no fermentation,
no pain, no distress

Wylvr

it

Election of Republican President Causes Immediate
Return to Normal
Condition.
Washington, Jan. 5. During the
weeks which have elapsed since the
election there hus been an Increasing
satisfaction over the result among all
clasHet).
As was the case four and
eight years ago, and notably in 1896,
the 'great Republican
victory
was
hailed as a most favorable omen and
the beginning of a new period of
prosperity. This view is particular
taken by the business and financial
world, and long before the inauguration of Mr. Taft it is believed we shall
again be a busy people and that normal industrial conditions will again
be fully restored.
It in estimated that during the
months of November and December
nearly, if not quite, a million of idle
men have been given employment.
This means an increased purchasing
power of from $1.1 000,000 to 420,000,- 000 a week, ttnd already our factories
and merchants are feeling the effects.
The Christmas trade proved to toe one
of the best on record, and ' we enter
tho new year with the brightest of
prospects.
t'oiifideiuv Restored.
The
feature of the restoration
' confidence and prosperity W tin
fact that it has come gradually and
on a sound bawls rather than in the
shape of u boom. This indicates that
It hus come to stay as long as the
Republicans tre in power. Mr. Tuft
all
SMwh stronger every day with
asscj und there are thousands of
I
itinera l who confess openly that
they are glad lie was elected instead
ei Bryan.
Mr. Tuft is proceeding with great
care and in a Judicious und conservative manner regarding the pre I minaiy
duties connected with his coming administration, y, t it is very clear that
In is sincerely eurne.-- t and han an in-- ti
nse desire to bring about the very
.seundint financial and industrial conditions possible to accompany his term
o' office. He is keeping his own coun
sel regarding the selection of his cabinet, yet he hus not been reluctant to
anil
exprtw himself most
forcibly upon the work of the extra
s. ssion of Cungrttis. when a new tariff
bill will be framed and pasted.
Revision ,f the Tariff.
Regarding this mutter of tariff re- bi-y- t

1

clt-url- y

Prepare to get your
share ot Prosperity
by Advetising in

-

The Leading Evening Newspaper of New' Mexico

8
VOTICE OP FILING OF ADMIXIS-TIlATOIl'- S
FINAL ItEPOKT.
Notice is hereby tpveu mat the final
report of Oeorge P. Learnard. admin
istrator of the estate of Sarah E.
Overstreet, deceased, was filed in the
county
probate court of Bernalillo
n Tuesday, the 8th day of December,
190&, and that the probate court has
fixed Monday, the first day of February, 1909. as the day for the hearlnf
All perand consideration thereof.
son interested in said estate and having any objection to said report are
notified to file the same on or before
said time, otherwise said report may
be approved, said administrator discharged and said estate closed up.
Dated this 18th day of December,
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THE STORY

OF

"The Vacant House

GEO. P. LEARNARD,

OR FURNISHED

ROOM

.

quickly bring you a tenant

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter

We will tell the story for you

and Builder
Jobbing
Phonos:

One time for 25 cents
Three times for 35 cents
Six times for 50 cents

to

Attended

Promptly

Shop 1065; Residence 552

Ship Corner

Fourth St. and Copper

ALBUQUERQUE,

kit.

We assure you that your story
will be read and your want gratified, for we are gelting good results for scores of people daily.

N. M.

60 YEARS'
kUiMr '(EXPERIENCE

Gom1

1J0

Braai Caatlnga;
niTiir vi HiDinv

If told in our want columns will

1s-l-

Is made from wheat, clean, pure and wholesome,
Makes a delicious, nourishing breakfast food.

Xrs as

CITIZEN
WANT ADS
BRING RESUITS

ly

WHEAT FLAKE

V TTATX.

PmUaja, Orada Bars, Babbitt Metal; Column

Administrator.

-

PH

ill

1908.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

-

Cough Medicine for Children.
The season for coughs and colds Is
now at hand and too much care can
not be used to protect the children.
A child Is much more likely to contract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
ho has a cold. The qnulcker you cure
Chamhi cold the less the risk.
berlain's Cough Remedy Is the fole
reliance of many mothers, and few of
those who have tried It are willing
to use any other. Mrs. F. V. Starcher,
of Ripley, W. Va., sayi: "I have never used anything other than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for my children and It has always given gojd
satisfaction. " This remedy contains
no opium or other narcotic and may
be given as confidently to a child as
to an adult. For sale b all druggist.
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THE CITIZEN
PHONE
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Trade Marks
DcataNa
Copyrights Ac.

An Tone lending a ktrh and riaaorlpttnn may
Qiili'klF urertuin our opiiiinu fru whether ail
ent utO.j.
la irntMf
HANDl'dOK

on Patents

ui'iit frntt. illitent aeni'V for Rururn.g pateijia.
I'ntiMita takutt tliriiuuti alunu a; Co revelf
nout cliHrita, iu the

Scientific American.

The reason we do so much liOl'l.II For I.cuiiut, TeUr and
m.
DKY work la Uh'iiiid ue do It right
The Intense Itching charactectsCHi
and at the price you cannot afford to of th.se aliments l aimont
have It done ut home.
allayid by Chamberlain's Salve.laxsntly

fia

IMPKIUAL LAl'NDKY.

handtometr 1Mtitraf d wftfkir. I irNt Hr
'J emit, a a
dilution of aur letiuflc
fnrt four nioiittia, L tM4 lj nil
A

MUNN & Co.3610'""1- -'.
. Utmuvk Omoe,

ill

W

nwlAir.

New York

BU Waabluntuu. D. U

W

STAGE TO JKMKZ LEAVKS 211
1T iOIJ EVtHY MOItMXQ AT

5 O'CLOCK

severe cases have
For sale by all dru-gtA vote

ba
a

amliist tlie

vote ueuiiist Greater

ifnr

cured ay it.

rwer boaih

Affeuuu.ux

kLHUgUKltgilL CITIZEN.

,.Li rone

C.
before tne appeared
me personally known, who
tiling by me duly nworn did say that
l
hthe
of the National
oyster Carrier Company. that the
si al affixed to the a'uove Instrument
cal of toe company
ir the corporate
and that
instrument who, signed
and sealed In behalf of said corpora- It on by authority of Its stockholders
'snd board of directors, and acknowledged raid Instrument to be the free
net and deed of said corporation.
1!'0H.

KKPOKT OF 1JIIC CONDITION t)F

FOR

CITIZENS

OF ALlitKiUKRdUK. N. M.

At the Close of Business January 4, 1909

RESOURCES
920, n;

L'iini and Discounts
Honds anil Other Securitle
lual Kstate

1

It 110(1.

on

Twenty Two Dollars Was
to Italian Relief Fund
by ihe Footllght
Newsies.

12. odd. O't
r.itu !.')

Furniture arid Flxturm ...
Cash anil Due from other I tanks.

3S3.990.9l
l,S31.ofi:.tiO

I.I ABILITIES
$

Paid 1'p . .
'urplus and
V.rp islt Subject to
Time Certificates of
Capital

t SO (ioO.oO

60, Old. 30

'.

Pr-ifl-

4

34.056.37

j$1.331.62

65

Territory

r New Mexico.
is.
I, W. S. Strick'.er, Vloe

County of

President and Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly "wear that the above statement Is true
to the best of my knowledge and belief. V. S.
STKICKLEU.
Vice President and Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before we this 5th day of January,
D. 1909.

M. MKUKITT.

Notary Public.
Correct Attest:

SOLOMON LUNA.
3. C. BALDRtDGE,
Vf, 3. JOHNSON.

AMUSEMENTS
FOLLOW THE CROWD TO THE

Crystal Thea tre
The Home of the High Class Shows

Twenty-tw-

dollars and live

o

I)ONT MISS THIS SHOW

Territory of

Mexico.

N

1

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

two-thir-

McINTOSH H 4RD WARE CO.

1

b'-e-

1

$2.70;

FARfiVl TOOL

two-thir-

We are the people with a large stock
of best quality goods and have the right
you.
deal

CO.MPAKISOX
(

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

ht

than a dollar were handed them, but
as the money went for a good cause.
there was little complaint.
themselves
The girls stationed
throughout the business section and
if any one passed without buying a
paper, he was cither In a hurry or
they failed to see him,
Members of tho relief committee
sent a letter of thanks to the chorus
girls at the theatre last night and it
caused numerous giggles of appreciation and satisfaction In the dressing
rooms.
The chorus girls of "Hans and Nix"
have adopted the unique method of
selling papers in every city they visit
an their contribution to the earthquake sufferers. They expect to contribute several hundred dollars before
tile collections are closed.
The girls who sild papers here last
night were:

OK

and

Shot Gun Shells

cent

Home of the chorus Bills omitted
to make change when coins of less

t KltTII ICXTI

of New Mexico,

We are just in receipt cf a Carload of Ammunition,
County of Hei n. dill
George I Hrooks, being duly sworn
are now prepared to fill your orders for
ynys that he is the priident of the
National Oyster Carrier Company;
tnat a special meeting of the stockholders i f said company held on the
190S, noti e
;;cth day of .November.
i ;'
which meeting was sent to every
days In adstockholder twenty-on- e
vance of the date of Klid meet'rg,
t! i re were present In person or represented two hundred and ninety-eigthousand, three hundred .tnd one
)
( 29X.30
sharm of the capital stock
of said corporation, being thirty-on- e
thousand, six hundred an. I sixty-fou- r
of the
(31.KK4) more than
thousthree hundred and ninety-nin- e
(3!)!),- and, nine hundred and tiny-liv- e
9.ri!i) shares outstanding at the date
of nalil meeting; that the entire num-I- it
of shares present or represmti d
at. said meeting wad cist for the adoption of the foregoing amendment to
lh.. Certificate of incorporation oi
said company, except ten thousand
(10. (miii i shares.
September, 1901. having Increased
GKOKGF. 1.. HltooKJ,
from about 110,000 at toat time to a
me
Sworn and subscribed before
total of about 200,000 In the present
tliis jstli day of December. A. D. yi ar.
Has.
The more Important extensions of
'(.seal.)
JOHN M. MOO UK.
the merit system during the present
Notary Public.
administration Include the classifica
Mate of Connecticut,
tion of the rural carrier
the
County of Fnirlield. ss.
federal service In the I'hllipplni e, the
Lewis C. Hrooks. being duly sworn. I.'thmlan canal servic and the forest
sa a that he Is the secretary of the service. The creation of new bureaus
Nali-maOyster Carrier Company, the extension of government activity
that a special mcetimg of the stock- to new fields, and the closer supervie- holders of said company held on the Ion and inspection found necessary for
3(U!i day of November. l'JOS, notice of the proper enforcement
of the law,
which meeting was sent to every have necessitated large Increases In
days in ad- the classified branches, while at the
.stockholder twenty-on- e
vance of the date of said meeting, same time the powers and responsi
there were present in person or rcp-- n bility of the commission have
.n- and ninety-- i greatly extended.
M ilted
two hundred
Most of the
an creasea may be attributed to growth,
ight thousand, three hundred
one (29S.301) shares of the capital the number of rural carriers for Inslock of said corporation, being th'r-- t stance having advanced from fi.ooo in
and 1901 to over 39.000 in lftux.
one thousand, six
hundred
d
sixty-fou- r
(31. (i I) more than
Many and import iut Improvement-and have also been effected during the
of the
three hundred
ninety-nin- e
thousand, nine hundred period by numerous amendments to
( 399. SVi.. ) shares
the rules and regulations. In order to
and lil'ty-flv- e
at the date if stid meeting; carry out more effectually the prothat the entire number of shares visions of the civil service act. The
for
pi eseiit or represented at said meet- more important of these amendment
ing was cast for the udoption of the effected hy the president are enumerWrite at once for our new Catalog
fi regoing amendment
to the Certifi- ated in the report.
cate of Incorporation of said com(10,000)
pany, except ten thousand
to
TELEGRAPHIC
shares.

mi.

Moore,

attention Hunters!

WM. V. TAMMANY,

.Territory

Stuart. $4.10; Powderly, $2.60; Wood,
$1.1.".;
Rogers, $1.20; Polachi. $2:
Dixon, $1.30; Willett, $1.30; .Mortimer. $4.10.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY ONLY

HMl.

Notary Public for Connect'cut.

relief oomniittee, lust night by the
chorus sills of "Hans and Nix" to
be added to the fund already on hand.
The girls secured the money by
selling Cltir.ens on the atreets, the
impels being furnished for the purpose, without charge.
While there appears to be a diff'er-- i
nee of opinion as to the ability of
the rliorus girls on the stage, there
was no question as to their ability to
sell papers.
of nearly Mill papers furnished
them at the Citlscn oltice, only eight
were returned unsold and the news-lii- v
found themselvpfl out of the run

$1.60;

B.

D--

(xal.)

d

uas the amount turned over to Chas.
Mellnl, of the earthquake sufferers'

.Misses Wolfe,

.lANVAKV

SOLD Pronkn. to

GIRLS

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

Tt'KSIVW,

ifllce of t

y.

SHERIDAN'S RIDE

I. Natiian Jaffa. Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was tiled for record
HROOKS,
C.
DKWI.S
The patriotic picture, one that will make you think
in this olllco at 11 o'clock a. in., on
Sworn and subscribed before mo
the 31st day of Dccom.bc , A. D. l!0, tlrs 23 rd day of December. A. D.
SjM'lter.
Another One
Certificate or Amendment to Article l.n..
spelter
firm,
St. IaiiiIs, Jan. 5.
f r liiisrHriitHin of
WM. F. TAMMANY.
(st a'.)
;.io.
National Oyster Carrier Company
Notary Public for ConnectPoit.
lo reusing Capital Stock.
Mioncy.
Ite 'd.
K'.i lorsed
Cor.
No. i72S.
(No. 5728.)
Showing five black ones in the ring fighting for the
Ni w York. Jan. 5.
Prime mercanVol. .i Page fiSO. Certificate of AmI
compared
also,
the
aril
have
that
to Articles of Incorporation tile paper, 3 (a 4 per cent; money on
Also three other pictures, all good
big medal
following copy of the same, with tin) endment
i
National Oyster Carrier Company. call steady, 2 14 per cent.
oilglnul thereof now on file, and de- Increasing
Capital Stock.
a
be
correct
transcript
to
it
clare
The Metals.
Fib d !n office of Kecretaiy of New
steady
3.
Load
New York. Jan.
therefrom and of the whole thereof. Mexico, Dec. 31. 190X. 11 a. m.
great
copper firm $14.50C(
my
;iand
$4.17'!i'4.22;
and the
tliven under
NATHAN JAFFA. Secretary.
H.62; silver t0l4.
seal of the Territory of New Mexii i,
to
Compared
a the city of Santa Fe. t ie capital rn
Territory of New Mexico,
Wool Market.
this 31st day of December. A. D. 1908. County of Hernallilo. ss.
St. Iouis. Jan. 5. Wool firm. Ter'. NATHAN JAFFA,
Three Performances in the Evening 7, 8 and 9
was
record
filed
for
Instrument
This
ritory and western mediums 17ii21c;
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexkn.
on the 4th day"of Jan., 1909, at 10:10
17c; fine 12ij 14c.
jllne mediums
All Seats 10c
Certificate of Amendment of Cett'ti- - o'clock n. ni.
Music by the Crystal Orchestra.
cate of Incorporation of the Na-,
II. corded in Vol. "TV Mis.- of li.
Slocks.
tional oyster Carrier Company, Inof said county, folio 397.
82 'i
Amalgamated Co pper
creasing the Capital Stock.
(Si al.)
A. H. WAI.KKTt.
99
Atchison
i
by
rs
kholdi
stoi
the
"It
resolved
Itecorder.
pfd
lOlVa
r xxrryrxnoocynricxxxjc I oooooocjcxxxxxxjucxxjcxcjooooo of the National Oyster Carrier Com
,
.127
pany. In a meeting duly called and I v Ida I.. Plummet-- deputy recorder. New York Central
13314
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE assembled,
Pennsylvania
that the Articles of ln- 11SV4
Southern Pacific
c rporatlon
of said company be am17
OF Union Pacific
REPORT
ended by striking out Article IV of TWENTY-FIFT- H
51
V. S. Steel
said Articles of Incorporation, which
11
112
pfd
reads u.s follows:
"'Article IV.
The corporation Is CIVIL SERVtCEjCOMMISSION
Grain and Pi- - Isions.
Engagement of the ErriDem
authorized to Issue capital stock to
Chicago, Jan. i. Closing iUota- W. B. Moore, Mgr.
the extent of four hundred thousand
Actor
Hons:
(400,000.00) dollars, divided into four
(tViiiinueil from Puge One.)
Wheat May $1.07 Vi July 9S V
(400,000)
hundred
thousand
of
shares
July 6 1 Vi
Corn May 6 1 Vi
111
the par value of one dollar ($1 00)
One new ml of picture each
each.'
Imposed
Tile,
partmeiits.
penaltlia
July 48(fi'.
oats May
E
day.
"And insert In place thereof the bad a w idely detcrre.it effect, and the
Pork Jan. $16.30; May $16.57 Vi
following:
Accompanied
by
reports
commission
that violations of
EXCLUSIVE
Iird Jan. $9.4 7 Vi; May $9.70.
Is the rules became noticeably less, both
"Article IV.
The corporation
May $ S 7 J .
Klbs Jan. $S.4
d
MOVING PICTURES
act
to
issue
horized
capital
number-anIn degree, as the cam
stock to ia
Miss Marie Drofnah
the
extent
five
of
hundred thousand paign progressed.
(Iiicago l.ivcstiH'k.
P. M.
TWO SHOWS, 8 AND
( SOO.onO.Oo t dollars, divided Into five
Chicago. Jan. ii. Cattle
."i.000
New regulations (governing promo
In a brilliant Scenic ProducMatinee Saturduy and Sunday
(TiOO.dOO)
hundred thousand
hare of tions and transfers in the customs Steady. Heeves $3.9011 7. TiO;
TeXiins
at S p. ni.
tion of the KxuuUite Comedy
par
one
the
value of
dollar ($1.00) sirvice at the larger ports have been $3.75fn 4.fi0;
westerns $3.75 i 5.60
each."
idopled, which, it is confidently be stockers and teeiiera $2.90 'n 4..s,; cowg
I
If If New We Have It.
We, George I
Hrooks,
president lieved, will result in a higher degree and heifers $1.751 5.00; culves $7.50
Tito Faun (Dramatic.)
and Lewis C. Hrooks. secretary of the
eflicieiiey, snd some slight niodi- - (a 9.50.
I'althrul Utile. iHniiein (Comic)
National Oyster Carrier company, the lications in the labor regulations,
Sheep 15.000. Strong. Western $3.00
Tki Much Knufr (Omiic)
beregistered office of said company
fn 5.35; yearlings
$5.i'0 6.75; western
V'hlch experience had shown to be de
!
The iaUant Guardsman.
ing at No. 400 West Copper avenue, sirable, have also been adopted. The lambs $4.75 Co 7.60.
(First time in this city)
S lliouettrs (Magical)
in the city of Alouqucrque, County of report
shows that the passage of til.
Kansas City Livestock.
Iternallllo, Territory of New Mexico, tn w salary law has oiwrated benefiA
I,.
Cast, of .10 People and a
Kansas City. Jan. 5. Cattle 12.000.
ISrooks.
and ii.,irge
the agent cially as ri g.n iis the securing of ellgi-b.Illustrated ongs
Steady. Southern steers $ 4.25 Ii 5.6.", ;
therein in charge, upon whom process
Carload ot Special Scenery
in llrst and second class postof- Br Mrs. Ilaulou
cows $2.75 fit 4.00 ; stockers
against
serv-tsouthern
corporation
nuy
be
the
y
west,
s
especlal
in
the south and
I'ci
M tHH Jennie Cralc. Pianist.
$3.40 (n 5.50; bulls $3.00
and
feeders
do hereby certify the foregoing to
t
in
alarming
lie
and has checked
(fl 4 80; nilves
western
$3.50 ii 8.00:
full, true and correct copy of
te
a
On
resignation
from
of
in
case
the rate
Seats on Sale at Matson's
w estern cows $3.00
5.75;
steers
a resoluti in adopted by the vote of
'
$4.00
high
postal service. The
ntundard
the
Hi
4.75.
Saturday, an 9ih, al 8 O'clock.
the stockholder of taiti corporation of el'tlelency tn iliualued by rural carHogs. 35.1100. 5 lo 10c lower. Hulk
that were present or represented at a riers s evidenced by the fact that out
special meeting of the stockholders of f a total nuinlii r of m ue than 39.0iu of sales $?i.35 'a 5. 85; heavy $3.751
5.95; packers and hutche-r$5.50fd'
corporation, duly called, held on
HOLLER SKATING RINK
Prices 91. SO, 91, 7Se sc.ld
Kiii were dismissed for cause dur
5 8 5: Hunt $5.2515.63:
niars
$1.001
the 3oth day of November. 1S0S; that but
ing
ar.
the
UOOCXXJOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
00.
tl ere were present In person or rep-- n
of
interesting
section
Not
least
the
Slo-e8.000. Steady. Muttons $4.00
sented at said meeting more than
lambs $8.00 i 7.50; range
A vote against Die sewer Isolds is a
of th stock issued and out- the report relates to the manner of i 5.25:
In
be
to
appointment
followed
'
$4.00 Si 6.50; fed ewes $3.00
wethers
standing at the date of Bald meeting.
vote against (.rcuicr Albuquerque,
iug the force for the coming census, ?4.75.
C.KOIKJF. L. imooKS,
forth at s'ine
Kuriiit rs.
mechanics, railroaders, President 'National Oywter Carrier the commission setting believing
that
ESTUAV NOTICE.
Company.
laborers r iy on Dr. Thomas' KUctrie
(Seal.) length its reasons for
I have at my stable at
710 West
the census employes should be chosen
MOW'IS C. mtoOKS,
Oil. Takes the sting out of cuts,
'i'ijeras avenue, a roan mare, which
burns or bruises at once. Pain can- Secretary National Oyster Carrier by competitive examination as distinOwner
guished from Hie noncompetitive ex- strayed onto my premises.
t 'ompany.
not stay where it Is used.
amination provided for by the bi'l may have same by paying for this no.
Ti rritory of New Mexico.
tice and expense of keeping the horse.
now pending In Congress.
A vole against tlic newer bonds is a
County of liemalillo. ss.
9
I.OC1S CLARION.
on this 28th day of December, 1908
In another sictlon of the report
vole ugulnst renter Albuquerque.
710 West Tljeras.
is again dlie.led to the debefore me appeared George L. Hrooks
(to me personally known, who being plorable lack of fa.illti.rf for carry- F. L. COLHr UN KM PIiOYMKXT
Lecture by Wm. Bullock
which toe
by me duly xwom did eay that lie is ing on its work, under
AGENCY.
A $25 Standard Phonograph
given
Despite its steadni labors.
away. A chance given with each $1 the president of the National Oyster commissi
is
.ommissiou
increasing
the
ily
work
Carrier
Coinany
ne.il
212
that
the
Silver Avenue.
West
affixed
Moving
purchase. Drawing Feb. 17th, 1909.
the above instrument is the cor ecmpi lb ,1 to occupy a building inade-qi'ut- e
Help, all kinds, furnished on short
Special low rates for Holiday goods. to
porate seal of the company and that
to house its em d lyes and tiles, notice. Olve us your orders If ' you
Futrelle I'urnluie Co., We.-- t end of said instrument
was s gned ami M alcd unsuitable in arrangement, and con- need help. Unemployed, lbt with us
viaduct.
iti
of said corporation by nu-- ti taining no rooms !n which examlna- - If you want work.
ority
of
itx stockholders and b ard tn n can b- - held. Nor is tiler, any
e
I".
i; ilious?
Wanted Carpenters, NT 1. 1 Machinheavy af ler din
Icr'.' ToniiUe coated'.' liitter taste of dir eclor-- . and acknowledged said aimroiiriaiioti iailaole for the I mtal ist, good blacksmith and good woman
TONIGHT
um in to be the free act and deed ot such rooms.
cook. At once.
Kill plcx ion HI', low": Live 10 eds ak- '.rporatlon.
The r. p o t concludes with a resume
tug up.
bil- Do ill's Kekuiets cure
MOVING PKTL'ItI-3TO rfCItn A COLI I OXK PAY
of civil service rc-- fi
JOHN M. Moo UK.
of the proir
23 cents at any drug .'""''"' '
Ions attack- DiKi) rrrv
rm umlir Pr. viident Koos. v it. Here TV LAXATIVE TmOMO Qulniof
Notary PuMlo.
songs
I
IliM'tfriWTIJD
r C ilinecticut,
tat
broimht out that the num tablets. Druggist refund money If
the fact
Mr. J. IfcOMlL Uarituue.
A vote aga st lite mmr bonds Is a County if l'alrtleld - ss.
ber of positions subject to comp I'litjve It fails to cure. K. W. O ROVE'S
Ignature is on each box. 16c
On this 23rd day of December, exatii.1 nation has nearly doubled since
vole against Greater JUbuu.ucru.ue.

WKEIS

A BATTLE ROYAL

:

J. KORBER & CO. 210

and Prices

220NT2dS

KELLY & COMPANY

GROSS

INCORPORA TED

I

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

Matinee Every Day at 2:45 p. m.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

.

444444444M

COLOMBO

THEATRE

Monday, Jan.

Admission 10c

61.

SYSTEM AND ECONOMY
EVERY WOMAN

r'

Knows that where there is systeni, everything runs smoothly. Ia order (or a woman to manage her household affairs
with system and economy, she must have control of receipts
and cxM'cditure9,
A checking account will give an accurate record of how
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
just where the leaks are.
Pay by check; it helps you
to keep within your income.

51;

2':

.

t

Much Ado
About Nothing

',

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
9200,000

es

d,

as

.1

tvo-thir-

THE GREAT

-

Gollinvood
Snhnril Fim

Scenes and
Pictures

ni.

I

!

and

Builders'

Finishers'

Supplies

Native and Chicago Lumber, Sbervfin-WUllam- a
Faint Nona Be,
Bull ill nc Paper, Plaacrr, Lame, dement, GUua, Stvsli, Doors, Buv.
fcXc, IXC
ter.

J. C BALD RIDGE

423 SOUTH FIRST

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital

INTEREST

CO.

NEW MEXICO

and Surplus, $100,000

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

OEPOSITS

Tt:KSIV,

.IANIWUY

10.

5.

ALBTTOTTE'ROTTE

hydrant at Fourteenth street and Central avenue. Alderman Wroth moved
that" the bill be referred hack to the
company, with the Instructions that
Company show why the repair
wcrctmade and who ordered them.

THIEF KILLED CHICKENS MISS DRUMMQND MADE

I

COLUMBUS
HOTE- L-

ROOST

FROM

Corner Btcond end Gold

HOME COOKING
excellent Service
Particular peop.e have been

pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried them?

Smiling In spite of a blinding
There Is mourning nt the home of
Miss Alice Drummond, 5 years
Juan Gallegos, Fourth and Marble, old, Albuquerque's
youngest artist,
hen
that sang at the Colombo theater lost
for the merry cackle of the
e
eggs,
pot-llgh-

i

V

ft

WW

WWW WWWW WW WW

Standard
Plumbing and
Heating Co.
412 West Central Ave.
-

PHONE

61

off.
S
CONSOLIDATED

LIQUOR

COMPANY

Successors to Mellnl A Eakln
and Bachechl A Oioml
WHOLESALE DEALERS in
WINES, LIQUORS

and

CIGARS

fa handle everything- in our
-

line-Writ- e

for Illustrated Catalogue
Price List, Issued to dealers only.

It.

Telephone
CORNER FIRST AND COPPER,

and

Grocery

Montezuma

Liquor Company

All Kinds ef Groceries and Liquors

imported and Domestic

Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited,
SATISFACTION

nll iitly w ax the work done that
not one terrified peep was emitted
from the poultry house.
The robber gained entrance to the
hen house by breaking a board In the
rear wall. This is why the ownons of
the chickens surmise that he Wll
either a boy or a diminutive man, be
cause ti man of ordinary size would
have found it difficult to enter
through so sum 'I a hole. Karly in the
evening, neighbors in the vicinity
h.ard a sound, as of some one hammering a board. As flute are horses
ir. the neighborhood, given to kicking
by
in their stalls
when disturbed
nightmare, it was thought they were
responsible for the noise and no Investigation was made. The sound wag
evidently produced by the robber f
the hen roost breaking the board
from the hen house.
thief .ossu'iation
An
haa been organized by chicken owners
in the vicinity and sundry dangerous
looking shot guns, rifles, pistols and
brickbat are in store for the next
visitor, who falls to first send in his
card and make proper overtures. The
chickens owned by Mr. Gallegos ore
thoroughbreds
or rather they were,
since it Is likely by now they are
chicken pie. Half of them were Black
Spanish and the balance Plymouth
Rocks. They were good layers and
highly prized.
Mr. dallegos is employed at tne
He '9
American Lumber company.
or a still hunt for the d spoiler of his
hen house and If captured the robber
will be prosecuted to the full extent
anti-chick-

Copper and Third

GUARANTEED

Call Phone or send for Solicitor.

PHONE 1029

the law.
An egg a day from fifteen hens
the present price of eggs, closely

of
WW

WHITE HOUSE

RESTAURANT
209 8. First St.
MEALS

AND

at
re-

sembles a small fortune.
Tlie rapid Increase In our business
is due to good work ana fair treat-mcof our patrol Hubbs lanndry.

THIRD STrtEET

LUNCHES

Meat Market

Come in the eating's fine

No Fancy Price

til Kinds of lYeen and

Halt Me

Stcsun Sausage Tmebort.
KMIXi KJLKLN WORT
laconic Building. .North Third Street

Here

Chronic Diseases Cured RiCO HOTEL
We positively cure all diseases of
lswimn, um
a enronic nature,
sumption in the second stage. Catarrh of the Bowels a specialty,
some cases in any stage. If we do
not cure you are not asked to pay.
Write for particulars or come to
the Sulphur Hot Springs, New Mex- -

AND BAR
Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Best Meal In Town From
5 Cents Up.
Rooms by Day, Week or Month

ICO.

JOS. L. DURAN,
Sulchur Hot Spring

IS

ill

North First St.

Alderman Conway seconded the motion. Vhleh carried unanimously. The
Water Supply company was ordered
to lay a water main on Gold avenue
between Kighth and Ninth streets, a
petition for the same having been
made by the people of that district.
, A
petition of I,. Gradl for special
prlvih gi s In building a store house
for lime In the rear of his brick bui-nt- s
block on Copper avenue was
granted.
The clerk reported that so rar as
he knew only one saloon license would
be discontinued during this quarter
of the yenr. That was t'le lien-held ly Catsar Grande,
The city weights und measures or
dinance came up for discussion again
last night but was referred back to
the committee.
The city treasurer's report shows
that the city has S19.24S.71 to Its
credit December 1.
The city chemist's report follows:
Specific
Total
Gravity. Fat. Solids.
Harrow & Marshall 1.028 3.25 10.9
12.3
Clear View Farm 1.034 3.2
1.03.1
3.6
13.
Becker
1.026 3.25 10.4
Albens Bros .
1.033 4.0
13.6
Bezemeck
1.032 5.7
14.3
Loudon
1.031 5.2
14.0
Loudon .. . .'
12.55
Matthew Dairy Co. 1.031 4.0
1.031 3.3
12.0
Holder Bros
1.(134
5.3
14.4
L. K. Stevens
All up to standard as to fat. Two
are below In solids.

night to the pleasure of a large audience. It was Miss Drummond's second appearance at the Colombo and
the reception she received was much
greater than the first. It hardly seems
possible that a child so young could
have as sweet a voice ami be so composed as this little singer.
The picture performance was composed of three extra long and fine
films,
further establishing in the
minds of the theater going public
that the Crawford films are first class.
The pictures tonight will be "The
Faun," "Faithful Little Doggie," and
"Too Much Snuff."
Tho faun is an artistically colored
picture. We see the ugly faun who Is
In love with Plana as he appears in
the forest and awakens Diana and her
nymphs. She spurns him and leaves
him sprawling on the ground, . and
goes to another part where she is attracted by the sweet music played by
an ardent lover. She listens with delight and as he Is making love to her,
and
the Jealous Faun approaches
strikes down the young lover, and
makes his escape, followed by the en
raged nymphs. Cupid, the God of
Love, appears and gives Dlanl a phil
ter which restores the young man to GRUNSFELD
The Faun leads the nymphs on a
long chase, through tlery caves and
wild woods, till finally they overtake
l lni In a beautiful
grotto, where they
bind him with ropes to a tree. Pres- mtly Dlann appears on the scene and
shows the triumph of youth over the
uglv Faun, by having her nymphs
rour water over him, which petrifies
him, and he is turned into a stone Im
age, while Diana an,
tne nympns
dance around him.

111

One

Saloon

Sus- -

I. H. COX. The Plumber

Many Hills Paid

PLUMBIN0.HEAT1NG, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

manv bills that It required the chair
'man
of the finance committee a half
'
hour to examine and O, K. them. Only
one faibd to receive the necessary u.
K. to have a warrant drawn for it.
and that was one by the Water Supcharging
$18.25,
ply company for
the city for the repairing of a water

706

Phone 1020

W

j,C,,

ivtilions t.innoil.
council last night at

the
The city
first meeting of the new year paid eo

est Central Ave.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BA.NK
OP- -

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
DEPOSITORY A. T. ct S. F. KAILROAU CO.
REPORT OF CONDITION NOVEMBER

27TH,90S
LIABILITIES

REmOURCt

Loans and Discounts
..
Bonds, securities, etc. .
Banking House and fixtures. .
Gov'nt Bonds.. $
1,131,600.00
Cash and Ex

$1,571,139-4-

3

49.086.33
30,970-8-

0

Cash Resources
'

Total

Capital
Surplus and Profit
Circulating notes

Deposits

333-937-5-

1.465.
$3- -

$

20 d, 000. 00

56,088.33
200,000.00
3,669,645.73

537- - So

2 S,734-o-

6

COUNTY

Siegfried Grunsfeld, reform assessor
of lternalillo county, and relative of
Alfred Grunsfeld, chairman of the
county commissioners, gave further
notice to the county authorities yesterday lhat he intended pressing his
claim for over $9,000. which he alleges the county owes him as assessor. He notified the commissioners
that he would appeal his case to the
"HANS AND NIX" WERE
district court.
The oillcial notice follows:
Notice of Appeal.
WORIH IHE MONEY
In re claim of Siegfried Grunsfeld,
usses.sor, vs. Hoard of County Comof Hcrnalillo county, New
to
Imitate missioners
(oiionI iis I'.ndeavorid
Mexico.
Webber and Melds nnl lTovokfd
To the Clerk of the Hoard of County
the Audience to I iiiIi.
Commissioners of the County of
Hcrnalillo and Territory of New
P.ut for the tact that Manager Mat-to- n
Mexico:
insisted that the prices be reduced
You will please take notice that
seventy-fiv- e
to
$1.50
and
from il
Siegfried Grunsfeld, assessor of Rer- cents and $1, a house full of people ralillo county, New Mexico, hereby
at the Elks' theater last night to see appeals from the decision of the
"Hans and Nix" would have had a board of county commissioners of the
kick coming.
County of Hernallllo, N. M disap"I refuse to answer," was what one proving and disallowing his account
said this and claim against the said County of
well known theater-goe- r
morning, when asked how ho liked Hernallllo, N. M., for tho sum of
the show. This was a very modest twelve thousand nine hundred
and
used siventy-flv- e
way of expressing it. Others
dollars and twenty-fou- r
stronger language. Some were pleas- cents, for fees as assessor of said
ed, and considering the prices and the county, entered on the 3 1st day of
few redeeming features, and the ex- December, A. D., 1908, to the district
cuse for a laugh that came intermit- court of Bernalillo county, Territory
tently through the three acts, there of New Mexico.
was a chance for every one to get
Dated January 4. 1909.
their money's worth, newspaper men
SIEGFRIED GRUNSFELD.
especially, and those who went on
Hy J. Staab and John White,
his
passes.
attorneys.
very
mediocre
was
While the talent
An appeal bond for $100 signed by
they were sufficiently animated to dis- Siegfried Grunsfeld, W. O. Hope and
no
was
time
moments.
There
pel Idle
M. Mandell was filed with the appeal.
during the three acts the audience
'
v as not engaged. At times the comedy
rrcshlent Nljrns Hill.
at
thing
real
and
approached the
Washington, Jan. 5. Shortly aftsr
times the audience laughed because 2 o'clock this afternoon the president
The
do.
nothing
to
better
there was
signed the bill passed by both houses
scenic effects, however, were not bad, of Congrs
yesterday appropriating
adwere
costumes
and some of the
$N00,0OO for the relief of the Italian
mirable.
Kvidently some time or another earthquake sufferers'.
"Hans and Nix" have seen the ani
CASTKO STILL I J VI.
mated Webber and Field of ew
Herlin,
Jan. S. Clprlan Castro, for
York.
mer president or Venezuela, wno was
operated upon here yesterday. Is re
progress
ported making satisfactory
CITY COUNCIL
today..

STARTS NEW YEAR

Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.

'Quality

Total

..$3.'5.734--

NOBODY

Oak

$17.50
to $75

physicians, as it is free from all objectionable substance.
To get its beneficial
tured
effects always purchase the
by the California Fig Syrup
Co., only, and for side by all leading
genuine-manufac-

FUND

See window

RELIEF

ALBUQUERQUE

MOUNTS

ALBERT FABER

HIGHER

IYom llore to
Italian Consul nt IfcMivcr and
There to the Ilcxl Cross at
Rome.

.Money Will It

20.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
.25
.50
1.0J
1.00
5.00

Cha.s. Mellnl

(iradi

C.radi

Alfred Grunsfeld
John S. Heaven

Fraiuhinl

. . .

Matteuecl ...
E. J. Garcia . .
Toriblo Garcia .
E C. Crlsty
Amerigo Morclli
M. Padroncelll
Oraham Hros
A.

.

Kkinwort

mil

Otto Dleckmann
Copp & Pettit
A. Albright
George Kaseman
Harrv Lee
B. Schwentker
E. Coulodon
Mrs. C. Coulodon
Dr. E. Elder
Dr. Wylder
L. C. Glclitz
M. Shltzer
Winn
Juan E. Barela
C. Colombo Society
Bachechl
Joe Harnett
Chas. Grande
Glomi

P. Dlnelll
. Clmlno

Kidney Ills seise young and old.
Come quickly with little warning.
Children suffer In their early years
Can't control the kidney accretion
Girls are languid, nervous, suffer
pain.
Women worry, can i ag aauy wor
Men have lame and aching backs.
The cure for man, woman or child,
Is to cure the cause the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid
neys
Cure all forms of kidney suffering.
Albuquerque testimony proves It
Mr. J. Hall, of 322 West Hunlng
Ave.. Albuquerque, N. M., says: "My
daughter used Doan's Kidney Pills
with very good results. 8he suffered
for over a year from severe pains
acrcss her loins and kidneys and at
times she was unable to be around. I
heard of Doan's Kidney Pills, Induced
her to try them and he felt great re
lief from the nrst and continued their
statement
use until cured. I gave
to this effect some four years ago,
and would ay today, Jan. 81, 1J07
that we were not only given reason
to appreciate Doan's Kidney Pills at
that time, but both my daughter and
myself will vouch for their value as
strongly as ever, and can heartily
recommend them to other sutrerers.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo, New
Co.,
York. ole agents for the Unltea
States.
name Doan
the
Remember
Ml
and take no other.
For That Dull rYelliiK After rating.
I have used Chambcr'ain's Stomach
and Liver Tablet for fome time, and
can t 'Etify that they have done me
more good than any tablets I have
evtr used. My trouble waa a heavy
fueling aftor eating. David
lul'
Fr email. Kempt. Nova Scotia. These
am
tablets strengthen the stomach reg-ul
hr.prov ti digestion They also
iivtr and bowrls. They are
i.e
t j pills but cost no inor..
far
Get a fr?e sample at any drug store
and see what a splendid medicine

l.uu

1'J
l.ou

.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
100.00
35.00
25.00
20.00
25.00

wmsssssmn

PJJaiuigeir
ESaabe N.&First
Street.
115-11- 7

Our Coal Is received fresh from the wine
.

100
!

1.00

100

Trossello
Domenlcl
J. P. Morelll
Amadeo Matteuecl
Ag. Lommori
Zito
L. Toniel
John Azarlo
Frank Toniel
Alessandro Mallenccl

A.
A.

Morclli

F. H. Kent
John Cornetto
Nestor Moutoya
Salec

Albert Fuber
G. Toll
L. GlacomelU

Giaeomelll
Felix Baca
A. Zanell!
K. Nascl
H. Q. Maurlno
Hans and Nix Co
J. D. Eakln
W. E. Mauger
l. J. Rankin
111. Giucolibo
J. L. LaDrlcre
P. Ciilllon

1.00
4.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
1

Uve shingle on tho root, wtj are selling Building Material Cheaper than 70a hava bough tot
man years. Save at least 25 per oeut and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material

60
uu

&

Lumber Co.

COHAKK THIRD AND MARQUETTE.

PHONE 8.

10.00
1.00

HJ

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

2.00
1.00

Ira

Parisis

1

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rax Flintkct

00

Roollnj

2.00

,

5.00
LOO

inn nicali

First and Marquette

Altmqoerqoe, New Mexico

J4S3.80

Total

Don't think that piles can't be
cured. Thousands of obstinate cases
have been cured by Doan's Ointment.
50 cents at any drug store.
A vote

n7

From the foundation to

22.05

200

olc

mil

R

ALL THE WAY UP

2 50

Pinna

I

Phone 91
urn

00

-

Frate

HAHNCO,

100
1000

Marra

1

W. H.

1

a. Pinna

II. Casultl
A. De Tullio

KINDLING

MILL WOOD

100

r 00
-- uu

I),

,

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN BLOCK
GALLUP EGG

1.00

Frunchinl

A

every day.

1.00

R. Morclli
Leo lionuguidl
E. Valo

C.

2 00

100

Mori

A.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Cheerfully

o.ou

100

!.

D.

Complete Line
at Right Prices
A

10.00
1.00
1.00

Hadaracco
'. Matteuecl
.
l'lcclnlnl
'. Vichl
P. Magrlnl
Domenlcl

SPARED.

1

2. 00

Frate
ouls Frate

oe

O.

Fdl3

NSglhi

The Italian relief fund workers will
Tin
their work tonight.
collection at noon today amounted
to about $400, which are enumerated
b low.
To this amount tonight w ill
be added sufficient more to bring the
tctal up to about $1M)0. The money
will be sent tomorrow to H. Koasl,
the general consul, who will forward
it to the Hed Cross society at Home.
The local Italian colony were among
the largest givers to the fund.
$25.00
Dr. Naeamull

E.

-

f?0

S--

complete,

L.
K.

,

In Mahogany, Golden Oak, Weathered and Fumed

It acta pleasantly r.nd naturally and
truly as a laxative, and its component
parts are known to and approved by

Kidney Troubles Attack Albuquerque
Men and Women, Old and
Young.

It Is.

Justin, a Large Shipment of

;

CHINA CEOSETS

in Jvery
appeal to the
walk of life and are essential to permanent
success and creditable stanJing. Accor-l"gl- y
it is not claimed that Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna is the only remedy of
known value, but one of many reasons
why it ia the best of personal and family
laxatives is tho fact that it cleanses,
sweetens and relieves the internal organs
on which it acts without any debilitating
after effects and without having to increase
the quantity from time to time.

Will
SUEJHE

I

1

life.

New Mexico

-

t.

"

worth sixty-fivlaid the golden
cents a dozen, Is heard no more and
the family as well as the police force
have not yet waived the mystery.
Some time between the hours of
liarknesw and daylight. lat night, a
un amwtita for
t.a.l vjttilli
chicken. Invaded the hen house In the
rear of the Gallegos residence and
departing left behind him, sundry and
numerous feathers, fifteen head.4 of
once healthy and vigorous nen. u
few Indistinct foot prints and silence.
The heads of the hens were all that
were found In the hen house this
morning.
It is apparent that the
Ktbbitr, seized each confiding pullet
firmly by the neck to prevent undue
squawking urn! then pulled the head

Truth and

le

BIG HIT AT THE

THEM

AS HE PULLED

rm

pao

CITTZKN.

ugulnst tlw

ugnlii--

t

Gn-alc-

r

ImxhIs Is

1873

L. Be PUTNEY

a

THE

Albuquerque.

Muscular Pains Cured.
"During tne summer of 1903 I was
truobled with muscular palna In the
Instep of my foot," says Mr. 8. Ped
lar, of Toronto. Ont. "At times it was
sn painful I could hardly walk. Cham
berlain's i'ain i;aim was recommena-- d
to me. so I tried it and was com
pletely cured by one small bottle. 1
have since recommended It to several
v.hom apeak
of my friends, all 1
highly of It." For sale by all drug
gists.

ESTABLISHED

'OLD RELIABLE."

WHOLESALE

I

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND fKOVlMUNi
Carries the Largest aud

Most Exclusive Stock of Staple

Croceries

In

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

I

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE,

M.

I

TCRSDAV. JANUARY

rAGE SIX.

SECURITIES
ABOVE

GO

BOOM

PRICES
Henry Clews Says Thai Business Conditions Approach
the Conditions of
1906-- 7
!'
Vnlted
striking
i
demon-tiatioof Its extraordinary
powers. A year ngo wc
Tier.' in the very abyss of depression,
tufti rniK from the merjorable October panic. Business had contracted
fully 2.i per cent and more in volume,
tttici securities had sulTered a depreToday
ciation of over $350,000,000.
approaching
business is gradually
normul conditions, while securities
have not only recovered all previous
loss, hut in many cases are selling
above the boom prices of 1906-0Such nn emphatic
nnd widespread
recovery is beyond all precedent, but
permanence
before regarding its
with
either too much skepticism or too
much confidence It would be prudent
to consider the causes of such prompt
recovery.
The whole world Is passing through
a Matte of remarkable development.
Civilisation Is developing at tremen-aou- s
speed under the Incessant stimulus of invention, education and art.
As a result of these forces new wants
are constantly being created and new
induntries necessarily arise to satisfy
them. What were luxuries a decade
ago arc now classed as necessities
with many witness:
automobiles,
bicycles, telephones, typewriters, cameras. Krumophones, etc., etc. and it
Is r.eei"ess to say that development of
this sort, as well as the use of improved machinery, give Immense additional employment to both, capital and
labor, drawing them away from less
profitable industries and helping sustain general industrial activity. But
even stronger incentives to continued
activity and to the growth of new industries are found In the growth of
new population and the rapid accumulation of wealth which encourages
larger personal expenditures. A country with an energetic population of
ever 88. 000, 000, that annually grows
neatly S8, 000. 000 000 upon the surface of the earth; that digs considerably over 12.000,000,000 from, beneath
its surface; that turna out annually
manufactures valued at $15,000,000,-00that Imports $1,000,000,000 and
exports $1,700,000,000,
and whose
railroads earn $2,600,000,000 every
year Is a nation that cannot be expected to long rest content in a state
of lethsrgy or depression. Our national resources are still incalculable;
they simply await the magic touch of
capital and labor to pour out their
beneficent utilities, and as long as a
market can be found for them such
activity is certain to continue.
Of course the chief factor In our
recovery has been the continued prosperity of the American farmer. This
year he will receive, as said above,
nearly eight billion dollars (to be exact, $7.778000,000) for his products,
which is approximately three hundred
million dollars more than laxt year.
This result was due not to big crops,
but to high prices the world over,
lor nearly everything that grows on
the soil today is relatively scarce;
agriculture in the United States having fallen seriously behind the growth
In population and manufactures during the last two or three decades. The
.year 1908 did not witness big crops
In the I'nited States, but a full aver-ag- o
yield was obtained, and, what was
most effective, prices were exceedingly
profitable to growers. A big harvest,
would, it is true, have benefited the
community at large, for well distributed plenty Is always to be preferred
ito scarcity, but the short crops
of
other countries certainly brought good
to the American farmer.
fortune
Hence the great west knew little of
Ni

Etate

York.

Jan.

has

ven

6.

The

another

7.

0;

the panic which swept through the
et.st with such terrific force, and has
never been able to adequately appreciate the disasters and paralysis which
settled upon the east last spring and
summer. The prosperity of the western farmer, however, docs not need
to be further exploited. It Is well
known that he is out of debt, has
funds In the hank. Is enjoying lux-- i
ries. etc., to all of which he Is most
cordially welcome. The south, how-- i
bevi r, have been less fortunate,
cause the industrial depression In
Kurope. especially in Oreat Britain,
caused a sharp decline In consumption nnd value of cotton, and made
the year a lean one in comparison with
l'.iOT.
For many yenrs to come the
muth will be the chief cotton producing section of the world, but the
I'ny will bp welcomed when through
n still greater r'ivei sifiest inn of Industry this part of our nation becomes less dependent upon a single
crop.
Since the main cause of the panic
was the break down of credit, not
y
i.nly in the I'nited Stntrs, but In
and Oreat Britain, the effects
of the panic were most noticeable In
financial circles; the prostration of Industry and trade which followed beof the vio-- b
ing chiefly a consc
Fortu-- 1
of credit.
nt contraction
atiiy, our Industrial affairs were gen- rally sound. There was comparaand less
tively little
than generally accompanies such periods of activity as
were enjoyed during the ten years
preceding 1907. As a whole the nation could not be said to have sulTered
the usual cause
from
of a commercial panic. Our excesses
were chiefly financial In character;
there had been too great an Issue of
securities, an inordinate speculation In
the same, and reckless expenditure of
credit, creating a crisis that was seriously aggravated by our antiquated
currency system. Nevertheless, the
panic accomplished much good. It
weeded out weak places, created
founder basic conditions and paved
the way for a fresh forward movement.
It had been hoped that the panic
would at least have had the advantage of lowering the costs of living and
costs of production. It has done
neither effectively, and the reasons
are not difficult to discover. In the
first place, there has not been sufTi-liecontraction in demand to warrant any further shrinkage in pries
at tli.i time. Such declines as
in Iron, steel, building materials, cotton goods, woolens and other products were of a moderate character, yet they revived demand and
t roved that In spite of the severe blow
administered by the panic a market
was forthcoming
for manufactured
goods at moderate price recessions.
tendencies
As soon as recuperative
manifested themselves and this they
did much earlier than expected-r-cap-Itwas plentiful, and as confidence
recovered Industrial paralysis quickly
disappeared.
Demand kept so close
to supply that it was useless to expect
much ltwer prices at this time. Next
to the confidence begotten of a profitable harvest, nothing contributed more
to the recovery of Industry than the
coming of the railroads Into the markets as largo buyers vt constructive
materials.
The- last panic
differed from Its
predecessors In one important respect,
in that it occurred at a t'nn when the
country was suffering from very Inadequate transportation facilities. This
was shown by the enormous Issue
of nearly $1,500,000 new railroad securities in spite of it being a panic
j tin A portion of this great sum was
used for refunding purposes; but the
bulk went to provide expenditures for
Improvements contemplated or under
way.
Two other Influences contributed toward preventing a decline in
prices .thp trusts, which used their
power to the limit in this respect, and
the labor unions, which were able to
sustain wages in spite of business
reaction. Labor suffered comparatively little from the panic. SHU another Influence was the great increase
in the world's gold supply. This is an
clement the Importance of which is
overestimated in somo circles, although cheapening the cost of gold
and turning vast amounts Into the
banking reserves of the world offer
a stimulus that cannot bo Ignored.
The theory that present high prices
are due to the increase in gold supply
1b not supported
by facts, either present or historical. When the production of gold is compared with the
Oer-mun-

iiue-nc-

over-tradi-

nt

course of prices over a long period
of years there Is little correspondence between the two; and as already
stated the Influence which controls
prices are numerous and so complex
that gold must bo considered as only-onof them, and which t most Is
Blow nnd distant In operation.
Another beneficial result of the
panic Is 'he spirit of reform which
has been aroused In business circles
ever the intlre continent, not to speak
of the similar movement in politics
which preceded It. Higher standards
of business conduct are undoubtedly
being established in consequence. The
millennium may be still far distant,
but many abuses are being lessened
and ii keener appreciation of the value
of Integrity has been established in
many directions. The movement for
form extended to Wall street, which
lias come in for more than its share
of iame because of the reprehensible
practices of a few unscrupulous promoters nnd tricksters.
The public
knowing little of financial affairs,
blames Wall street Indiscriminately.
Those, however, who havo the best Interest of the street and public welfare at heart will welcome any lifting of business standards.
There are
tr ek.'; of speculation that should be
il dished, methods of promotion that
should put their Instigators in Jail,
Incorporation laws which are still a
licit upon the statute books of states
that permit them, and banking methods which should bring down public
osir v ii m upon all that practice them.
.ili means, lei every discreditable
practice in the llnancial district
be
tolished, so that those who come
t Wall sircot with money to Invest
may feel assured of securing a "square
deal" nnd getting what they pay for
and purchase through their broker in
an o bsolLtely legitimate way.
The : car pnssvd without any se rious
International complications, although
coming perilously near grave disturbance s. 'j he Balkan situation la now
nuch norc satisfactory, and it is
hope;! ;r'at the spring, the time for
military action, will be safely passed
without any further symptoms of
hostility. Affairs in Germany, of
course, attract much attention,
the
Kaiser's indiscreet utterances having
nt times caused serious International
irritation nnd forced both Kngland
an I France Intj i!f femivc methods
whic h vi re anything but quieting. The
protest of the German people, however, has emphatically subdued the
Kaiser, and for a period at least the
course of Germany will cause less
concern.
Meanwhile, Kngland Is
strongly increasing her navy, and
France is husbanding her financial
resources In a remarkable manner,
while all other great nations of Europe are groaning under the burden
up costly armaments,
of keeping
something which the United States
can congratulate Itself upon escaping.
There is unrest In India, which threatens to give Britain anxiety, also more
or less jealousy between Argentine
and Brazil. In Venezuela the rule of
Castro is probably ended, and the revolution in Bussia has been crushed
without further bloodshed. All Kurope, however, seems to be anticipating struggles which are only averted
by strenuous preparations for war.
The three Great Powers, Kngland.
are each
France and Germany,
strengthening their armor.
is
Our business situation
not entirely satisfactory, and recovery here has
spectacular
been less
than in financial affairs. In Wall street the rebound was unquestionably excessive,
so that a partial recession to more
normal values would cause no
In mercantile and Industrial
affairs the recovery has been slower
but sounder. In all probability the
volume of business today will soon
be equal to that of two or three years
ngo with a few possible exceptions.
Tlicr? Is no doubt that depression has
been severest In the large cities this
side of the Mississippi and in the
great Industrial sections of the cast,
the west and south having suffered
least for reasons already explained.
Nevertheless, the present tendency Is
toward Improvments. and In due season the volume of business will no
doubt reach its former maximum.
Progress will be slow, and accompanied possibly by temporary
It I usual, moreover, to expect a return to lower prices In cither commercial or industrial pursuits.
The
cunts of production have been very
seriously enhanced by the rise In labor, the shortening of hours nnd the
advance in raw materials, the result
being that prices cannot now be main
:

1

sur-j-ris- e.

s.

tained except by the Introduction of
fresh economies. In many cases selling prices have been pushed so far
a to seriously restrict consumption
a tendency which. If continued, must
soon compel a general readjustment
of values. The
new doctrine of limited production and high
prices cannot last Indefinitely. Mr.
Carnegie Is eminently sound 'n his
principles when he says that business
should be stimulated by lower prices,
and that the true policy Is that of
large sales and small profits.
Extravagance must give way to economy.
Already there Is a general complaint
among consumers about the high
cost of living, which means that consumption is no doubt being checked
by unfavorable conditions.
He would
be a wise man Indeed who could sny
with certainty that the price movement had reached Its zenith, so many
ami so complex are the Influences at
veiV affecting values. About all that
can be said is that our markets as n
whole are not burdened with over-su- r
plies, and until supplies overtake
cii on nd no general weakening can be
txiicted. There Is little chance of
any immediate decline In the price
of food products, because these, as
stated, are comparatively scarce
the world over. Another element Is
for
that considerable responsibility
tlie cost of high living must be placed
upon our tax system. When national,
county and city taxes are combined, they amount to a very serious
item, the cost of which ultimately
falls entirely upon the consumer,
either in his rent or In an enhanced
cost of the necessities which he buys.
Public extravagance increases the tax
burden enormously.
financial conditions show great improvement.
Banking and credit a
are sound; capital Is plentiful
for legitimate purposes, and all the
tendencies of the times are toward
recovery. Itailroad stocks are held
very high; so high as to remove many
field,
of them from the speculative
bringing into prominence many of the
cheaper issues. Confidence is gaining
r lining investors, but the latter still
show ii decided preference for bonds,
which offer surer if smaller returns
than stocks. As a result the bond
market Is in good condition. Money
promises to be reasonably easy during the next six months. New applications for capital will probably be
large1, especially from the railroads,
ami this will stimulate certain lines
of industry and give employment to
labor. The mercantile outlook has
Improved greatly during the last
three months, und trade promises to
expand more freely In the coming
year.
Our railroads are expecting
much better times than in 1908. Our
steel, textile and other mills are fairly active, but are not by any means
running on full time, probably not
more than from 80 to 90 per cent of
their capacity.
1ri!T uncertainties
may possibly cause temporary dullness, but actual revision Is little feared because our industries are better
able than ever to stand alone, and
many would be positively benefited by
lower schedules, which would mean
linaper raw materials and larger
markets for their products. The political outlook Is much better than for
many years. Necessary reforms Instituted by I'resldent Roosevelt will
be carried on by President-eleTaft,
but in a less Irritating fashion. Public opinion la also becomng more rational in Its attitude to corporations,
i:nd new legislation promises to be
less radical. With the rise of confl-ib'nin business circles, and an
abatement of political scares, the
coming year should be one of growing
industrial activity. The wise ones,
however, w ill move cautiously and not
indulge in excessive optimsm.
The
moderate course w 11 be the safest one.

Your printed matter is
usually your first representative to a prospective customer. You should not send
a shabby representative
If you have lost your Joe
you can soon gst another by
running an ad In

The Citizen
WANT COLUMNS.

The cost Is small; the
sults are big.
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Of the Right Sort

(JO TO THE

Special Clothing
and Shoe Sale
AT TIIK

BCYITKS UNION
ON.
Boys' Suit and Overiimts,

CASH

.

now ;oix

Men's and
Ijadles and Girls' Outs. Indies' Suits,
Ijiilles' and Girls' Wool Gloves. Come
and look.

CASH BUYERS' UNIOh
122

Nirlb Smeond

VM. DOI.BE. Trop.

Highland Livery
BAMimooK mto
Phons S9.
lis, "ho Blturnouts. Bcv trtrsn
4s4le,
In the city. Proprietors at
the pldne wacosu

-

te

For More Than Twenty Years

THE CITIZEN

A FEAST FOK THE EYES
through our windows Is only a suggestion, of the good things to be had
within our store. We always carry a
fresh stock of dainty cukes and pa.vtry
President Helps Orphans.
that make delightful desserts, while
Hundreds of orphans have been the fame of our bread la justly found-- e
helped by the president of The Indusd upon Its substantial merits of sutrial and Orphan's Home ot Macon, perior excellence in flavor, as well as
Ga., who writes: "We have used Klec-tri- e its valuable, healthful nnd nutritious
Bitters in this Institution for nine quality.
years. It has proved a most excellent
medicine for stomach, liver and kid-ti- e
y troublew.
We regard it as' one
of the best family
medicines on
earth." It Invigorates the vital organs
207 South First
purifies the blood, aid digestion, crestrengthen
ates appetite.
To
and
build up thin, pale, woak children or CXXXICXXOCJCXXXXXXXXXJOtJCXXXXJ
run down people It has no equal. Best
for female complaints. Only 50c; at
all dealers.

Pioneer Bakery,
St

FOR RUNT

A vote against Geo sewer IhiihIs Is a
vote ngnliiM Greater Albuquerque.

Store Hooins on First si. and
W'ful Central ave. Store rooms
on Fifth St., between West Central und Gold.
FOH SAM" 8 acres, 7 miles
from city at a bargain.

Attractive, Business Getting

M. L. Scliutt

UNION STOCK YARDS

219

1909, INCLUSIVE

South Second Street.

Grand Public Sales of Pure Bred Registered Breeding Cattle

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

50 Shorthorns 50

LIYEKY, SALE, FEED "D
THANSFKK STABI"
Horses and Mules bought ' 4 Ex
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THy CTTT
Second Street betwtsn CtatUi an
Coppsr At.

UNDER. AUSPICES OF NATIONAL RECORD ASSOCIATIONS.

l
50

50

Herefords

50 Galloways

50

Wednesday, Jan. 20

Thursday, Jan. 21

Friday, Jan. 22.

Cattle
The American
Hereford
Breeders' Association will offer fifty
head of Begistered Hereford Bulls
and Heifers, selected from s.ime of
the best herds In the country. All
choice individuals.
For catalogue and particulars, address,
C. It. THOMAS, Secretary.
Kuusas City, Mo.'

The American Shorthorn Cattle
Breeders' Association will offer fifty
head of Registered Shorthorn Bulls
and Heifers, selected from the beet
herds In the country. All choice Individuals.
For catalogue
and particulars,
address,

Galloway Cattle
The American
Breeders' Association will offer fifty
head of Registered Galloway Bulli
and Heifers, selected from best herds
In the country.
and particulars,
For catalogue
address,
IlOItT. W. IJllOWN, Secretary,
17 Lxcliitnge Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

B.

). COWAX, Asst. Sec'y.
17 Kxiiiniiga Ave.

Chicago,

Sale Pure Bred Berkshire Hogs
Thursday, January 21, 10 a. m.
Forty ItegiNtered
Colorado.

Ilekhiivi,

Henry

& Hcggs,

THE FOURTH ANNUAL
Will bo held In

the

New Xutlo ia

Amphitheatre

Jut

Fort Logan,

111.

has been producing the high
est class of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.

ct

NATIONAL LIVE STOCK EXPOSITION AND HORSE FAIR
NATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE,

ft Sim

re-

There will lit- - offered at liivate Rule a
Xunihor of
Choice Pure Bred anil H.xlstcrcil sheep of Various ItreetK

NATIONAL WESTERN STOCK SHOW

ut a eoM of SUi.o.ooo.
Ciiaeity 10,000 people. Exhibitions d:iy ami
LOW HATES OV ALL KMLKOAIIS
compli-ie-

IITTWIIIi ifflltUUM

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

Tin:

evening.

PLANIN8

MILL

As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
sends out. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?

oldest mill ix tub cm

When In need of saah, door frames
etc. Screen work a sjiedslt. 40
South Fir Sreet. Telephone 461.

l

Sale Pure Bred Sheep

PRINT!

KILLa a the COUCH
.
....
ta a
Tttfc

i and

mm

UUnC

LUI1U3

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

FOR
HIP

OoycHS
OLDS

Trial Bottle

Frt

LL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED HATISFAOI Gill
vn MONEY REFUNDED,

m

ftrmsm'inwBrlJ

TCttHAY,

JA.NtT.VRY

5,

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

10.
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Hang Em Up Early!
9

CLASSIFIED ADS

"Clothes on the line by nine,"
when you've got a TOST G EARLESS MOTOIl WASHER.
Xhj
wear yoursHf out by the century
old method? It doesn't pay! It's
a waste of your time and strength
If you've 20 lbs. water pressure
or more In your home, don't delay a day longer have us send
you a "TOST" on trial. One hundred to one you'll like It.

They Reach More People Daily Than You4 Can See In a Month

FOR RENT

WANTED
Sober,

reliable

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
VIADUCT

END

WEST

aar-ttoul- ar

sions or engage In questionable

10-1-

e;

Drill Encountered Pocnet
Gas. People Look Upon

Will

S. PRESS

U.

Bor-radail- e,

furnished

of damages

VENEZUELAN

CLAIMS

Veterinary Surgeon

a.

--

y.

t

te

0V

n.

90-1-

With Castro Out;ThereJls a

Possibility That a Compromise May be Effected.
Washington,

Jan.

5.

pro-

With

:ek abed in Germany and a new ad
ministration in control of Venezuela,
the (iiit stinn now before the American
people is: What Is the 1'nited States
government khIiik to do abmit the
various "claims'" which have had so
much to do with the Venezuelan
UKiilialt
tht
claim. the
Jaurett claim, and others? Will this
government mid. i take to form a
settlement favorable to the claim-

ants?

Perhuiw the m ist reliable infornia- yet given ;is to the attitude of
President Knosevclt and Secretary
Root Ih eontained In a statement over
the siRnature of William E. Curtis.
Mr. Curtis is one of the trusted Wash
ington eorrcsiMindeiits who are often
spoken of a.H oelntf "el we to he
He has served the gov
ernment more than once as special
commissioner to foreign countries,
and was director of the bureau of
American republics for several years.
"fr Itiwit r.nli7.t'S more elearlv
than anyone," writes Mr. Curtis to the
Chicago R.Tord-lleral"that the
prosecution of claims against other
1m
a diseraeef ill
Amoricun rennhlirM
chapter in our diplomatic history. In
has
certain ciises our government
been iruiltv of irrosa iniustlee bv In
sisting upon the payment of damages
whirh would n.t .hiivo been considered
for an Instant hail the situation been
reversed."
The American Claim.
With regard to the claims of the
Asphalt Trut, the Orinoco Corpora- .
ion, ;porge W.
the Orin
oco Steamship company and A. F.
Jaurett, Mr. Curtis says:
"With th- - exception of the Crleh- (lcld case, these are about t!:e rotten-es- t
claims ever brought by orto government against another, and. like
most of the claims muile ugulnst oth
er .American renublics.
thev are
brought by adventurers and speculators who went to Venezuela, obtained
concessions from that g ivernment
with enormous risks, and made their
terms accordingly. Having lost the.!.money, they demand that our government shall use Its mlg'.ity powr to
ecover It for them.
t on

I

d,

Crii-hneld-

-

"All the trouble comes from adveii-urtr- s
ounces- who obtain

they have suffered, und
give their attorneys half the money
our government can collect for them."
Of the Asphalt Trust's claim Mr,
Curtis says:
"The most (serious claim Is brought
because the Veneuelan government
revoked a concession given to an Am
erican drummer as an inducement to
marry and take to New York a lady
who was giving the dictator of Vene
zuela a great deal of trouble. That
contract passed Into the hands of a
company which financed a revolution
to overthrow President Castro, when
he discovered the fact he revoked
their privileges and ordered
their
agents out of lib country, which any
president should have
done. What would President IIimuc-c- lt
have done under such circumstances?"
i:Kitx Against Iiitorforeiuv.
It is significant that the men who
aro most familiar with the situation
In Venezuela, and have given
most
study to the demands against the government of that country, harH Mr.
Curtis' opinions as to the JuRtlee of
the demands. The persons who have
listened only to the complaints of the
Asphalt Trust and other claimants,
and who have not studied closely the
ti rins of the various concessions it
!s thcBe who cry out that the
1'nited
Mates should bring pressure to bear
upon Venezuela.
W. I.
The special commissioner,
loiehuiun, who has been despatched
t
Venezuela by the I'nlted States
government, will undoubtedly examine the claims with great care. It Is
not thought that his researches and
negotiations will lead to any harsh
were
action. If Castro w operations
even Imlf as bad as they are said to
have been, the people if Venezuela
have been robbed long enough, and
it is not likely that the I'nlted Stutea
will assist any further efforts to lout
the national treasury.
In the case of every one of these
concessions the American concessionaries agreed to submit ull questions
arising under th contract to the
Venezuelan courts, and to abide by
the decision of the courts. When the
ct.urts decided In their favor the
were willing enough to
do this. Hut when the decision was
against them, they began to besiege
the office of the secretary of state.
Senators and representatives were Induced to "iiack them up," and In this
vuy the disputes came before the
public.
A Pvungoroiis lreoodoiit.
Relatively, there are only a few
citizen of the United States interested in the claims. To obtain money
which the courts have said does not
belong to them, these few demand
that the power of a nation of 80,000,-00- 0
populution be brought to bear upon a small South Amrican republic.
If the United States government became tho collector of "damages" of
this kind, it would set a precedent
which would be called forth as an
argument every time some adventurer
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Btancla, N. M., Jan. 5. A report
just made on the drilling of a well
near here for artesian water has
brought out a number of very Import
ant discoveries. The lower depths of
the earth have been explored more
fully than ever before. Gas was
struck but in no sulnclent quantities

of gas, but it waa found In hematite
iron rock, and was evidently what we
call a "pocket," and didn't last long.
"We expect more or less hard rock
before reaching water, but the public
may rest assured that the work will
be prosecuted to success sooner or
later, and, as it Is a matter of vital
Interest to everybody In the Kstancia
valley, we hope there will be no lack
of funds to keep the work going. The
machinery Is first class and tho man
running it knows his business, and
feels as anxious to make the well a
success as any one.
"Should this effort to get water fall
k
It will give our valley a
that
will be hard to recover, and If another eflort to get water Is ever made.
It will require a huge sum of money
to Induce anyone to undertake It.
"As a matter of general Interest we
herewith give a copy of the log of tho
drilling as also a diary of each day's
work:
"Ixig of the Green Well
"From surface to 108 feet alternate
strata of greyish joint clay and oft
mud.
"At 108. Two feet of soft rock,
and under it some three or four feet
of gravel. Then through some Joint
clay and mud with occasional strata
of slaty shale down to 214 feet.
"At 214, six feet of sand rock, and
under It about ten feet of gravel.
"From 230 to 280, pinkish Joint clay
with several strata of soft shaly rock.
"From 230 to 290, red hematite
Iron ore with several strata of a few
feet that were moderately hard, but
in. the main this soft, porous rock was
easy to drill and makes a safe wall
for the well.
"S Spore, Pres.
Record of Rrllllng.
"Dec. 10. Began drilling at 2:30
P. m. and drilled 65 feet 4:45 p. m.
"11. Drilled 20 feet and rotated
6 4 feet of 10 Inch casing down.
"12. Rroke lug on pump piston,
and had to send It to machine shop.
Began drilling at 2:30 p. m. and made
30 feet In 2 2 hours.
14. Water supply failed, lost the
day. Baled out mud to test water
supply at Its depth. No good.
"12. Got water at 11 a. m., and
drilled 55 feet by 6 p. m.
"16. Lost three hours replacing
wind mill pump and waiting for wat
er. Drilled 43 feet today. Drilling
been harder today with second Btrata
of rock.
"17. Well filled with mud from
behind the casing. Had to Btop and
send to town for more casing.
"18. Drilled In 41 feet more 10- lnch casing and lodged It on rock at

sJ?'.

c
Because The Citizen is a
home paper. It is either
delivered by carrier at
the house or is) carried
home by the business
man v.hcti Ills day's work
is done ami it STAYS
TIIKRK. A morning paper Is usually carried
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

I

--

set-bac-

106.
"19.

Drilled 100 feet in seven
Of this, two and one-ha- lf
hours were spent in drilling six feet
of rather hard rock.
"21. Drilled 67 feet. Drilling con
siderably harder.
"22. Drilled 76 feet In hematite
Iron ore.
"23. Drilled 55 feet. Well Is 200
feet deep.
"24. Well filled with mud. Drilled
27 feet.
"J6. Drilled 63 feet by 1 p. m
Decided to stop and case deeper as
well fills with mud when the pump
stops.
"28. Reamed hole to 10 Inch. 315
feet deep.
"29.
Rotated 195 feet 8 Inch
down."
hours.

mude an unfortunate investment In a
foreign- country.
The action of our government n
the Venezuela case will probably have
an Important bearing upon our relations with South American countries.
One of the most cherished ambitions
of Mr. Root, since he became secretary of state, has been to cement the
friendship and strengthen the trade
relations between North and
South
Amotion: the treatment of Venezuela
within the next few months will go
far towards either effecting or defeating hU purpose.
At the last session of Congress tile
dalin of the asphalt company, as well
a those of other companies, came before the Senate committee on foreign
relations. An attempt was made to
get the committee to bring In a. report urging drastic action against
Venezuela, but It was not successful.
The committee let the matter drop,
on the ground. It was generally supposed, that a company which
hid
joined In a conspiracy to overthrow
foreign govt rnmeni forfeited Us
light to the aid and protection of its
own government.
-

ie

Some
Reasons
Why

ceeding, and then, when they are to bo of any value.
A report of the engineer In charge
bi aten at their own game, come cry
ing to Washington for the protection of the drilling, to the parties having
of the government.
They present the work done follows:
"At 600 feet there was a good show
claims for several times the amount

op-tle- n.
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printer FOR RENT

country
Address
a to salary, etc.,
cmre Albuquerque

In good
New Mexico.

wants situation

ESTAHCIA

Let the Motor Sweat.

PHYSICIANS

Brand new frame house
Office Phone 667.
two good sized rooms In rear of lot.
Residence 906 Weft Ttjeras.
Plenty of sunshine; also large shade
town in
trees. Suitable for bachelors' quar- Uaura: 10 A. M. to 13 A. M.; a to 4
with particular
ters or for health seekers who want
P. M.; 7 lo 8 P. H.; Sundays
C. H. Oullck,
9:30 to 10:30 A. M.
to live quietly. Apply phone 666.
dtlae.
F'OR RHTT Three nice large sunny
regarding
WAIiTER
W. SMITH. M. D.
Information
WA.NTBH
rooms for light housekeeping. Low
farm or business for sale; not
Cen524
Apply
rent.
at rear
Went
8
Grand Building.
s'out location; wish 'to hear
tral ave.
only, who will sell diTliird and Central.
from
rect ta buyer; give price, descrip- FOR KENT Portion of good ware-heuseasy of access for drays
. Practice
limited, Hernias, Diseases
tion, aad state when possession can
or hauling goods. Innutre of Women, Diseases of the Rectum,
b had. Address t. Darbyshire,
Genito-Urlnar- y
"H" this office.
diseases.
Box 8031, Rochester, N. Y.
Albuquerque, X. M.
Success Magasine require
WANTKD
FOR SALE
the services of a man In AlbuquerSOLOMON L. BURTON, M. D.
que to look after expiring subscriptions and to secure new business by Foil SAL,K Hanchew. all sizen, near
Physician and Surgeon.
city. A. Montoya. 215 V. Gold ave.
means of special methods unusualposition permanent; FOR SAL.1C
ly effective;
Lriek Residence, 610 So.
Mod. i n
Walter St, Plionc
house, fine location, A. Montoya,
prefer one with experience, but
130. Orrieo, 0 Iinractt Bids;.
215 VT. Gold.
would consider any applicant with
Phone, 17.
food natural qualifications; salary FOR SALE Residences, rancnes and
tl-1per day, with commission
city lots; some good bargains. RiS
DBS. BRONSON A BRONSOIf
Address, with references, R.
Grande Yalley Land Co., John
room 111, Success
C. Peacsck,
agent. Corner Third and Homeopathic Pby4ian ami Sargeona
Magazine Bldg., New York.
Gold avenae.
Over Vann's Drag Store
FOR &ALK Or wiil exchange for Al
Office 628; Resldcnae last.
Rooms
buquerque real estate, eight fine
residence lots at Long Beach, Cal
Apply at Citizen sfflce.
A.'G. SHORTLE, M. D.
tf
FOR RUNT Two furnished rooms&ALJ9
A tine Hardman piano,
for light housekeeping; close busiFUlt
'
good as new, beautiful tone.
ness cesrter; low rent. Jno. M.
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
A
Masre Realty Co., 219 W. Copper.
chaace te possess an Instrument of
Honrs 10 to 13 and t to 4.
unexcelled make at Just half what
Telephone 888.
SALESMEN
it Is worth. On exhibit at Whit- and 10, State National
Music store, 124 South Sec- Rooms 8,
son's
Bank Block.
WAN AMD Capable salesman to cover
street,
Albuquerque.
ond
New Mexico with staple line. High
hotel and
commswlons. with $100 monthly FOR KALE Transient
rooming house. Box 44.
advasee. Permanent position De-to
Jess 11. Smith Co.,
honey, lu
FOR iSALE Extracted
right
pounds for 81.00: 66-lcan for
troit,
R. PERCY S. ISAACSON,
85.00.
Order by postal of W. P.
SALESMAN WANTED for 190a who
Allen,
202,
to
Albuquerque,
O.
P.
box
any
line,
(Graduate of Toronto, Cannula.)
has had experience in
N. M.
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
sell general trade In New Mexico
Phone 781; night phone 1162. Of
an uueaeelloa specialty proposition. FOR riALE New 4 room modern
house, on best street in Highlands. fice: Frank's blacksmith shop.
Com nhmiona with 35 weekly
season
Will sell on easy terms. Why pay
fer expenses. Our
rent? IForterfleld Co., 216 West
opens January 4th. The Continental
DENTISTS
Gold.
Jewelry Ce.. Cleveland, i mm.
salesmen
experienced
500
FOR SALE New
house o:i
tVAN'f EI
DR. J. E. CRAFT
Central avenue. Can be bought for
of good address at once to sell
commissions;
big
lands;
81200. Portcrfield Co., 216 West
Mexican
to
Dental Surgery.
Gold.
eur beat men are making $500buys
11,000 a month; everybody Com-pan- FOR SALE Handle
pony, suitable
land. Mexican West Coast
for lady or boy. Drop card to 312 Booms 1 and S, Barnett BaOdlaf
Kansas City, Mo.
Over O'KJelly's Drue Store
Pacific avenue and horse will be
salesAppointments mad by MaiL
brought for Inspection.
WANTED Honest, energetic
high
FtioM 744,
men ts sell a general line of
fi
FOR SALE A beautiful home,
grade food products to hotels, resrooms,
In
etc,
lawn,
modern,
close
DRS. COPP AND PETTIT.
taurants, farmers, ranchem and
on Njbrth Fourth street. Porter-fiel- d
other large consumers. Experience
Co.,
216
Gold.
West
unnecessary ; we teach you the
DENTISTS.
business; exclusive territory. Our
AGENTS
Room 12,
goods are guaranteed full weight,
way
full measure and in every pure
N. T. Armljo RuUdlng.
meet the reuirementt of all
WANTED Men. ulckly by big Chi
cago Mail Order House to distribfood laws. ExeeptlJnal opportunKDMTJNB
J. ALGER, 0. D. ft.
ute catalogues, advertise, etc. 825
ity; write today for particular.
John Sexton & company, Wholea
860 expense allowance first Office hours,
week.
a. m. to !!:
p. as.
No
sale Gravers, Lake & Franklin sts.,
experience
month.
reuired.
to ft p. m.
l:S
Chicago.
Manager, Dept. 501. 383 Wabash
maoe selling our lint
ave., Chicago.
BToTMONBY
Appointment made by
of Gasoline Lighting Systems which WANTED Agents to sell newly pat 84 . West Central Avenue. Pbana 488.
and
rn
Is the nist extensive, mod
ented rapid selling household spemanufactured under one
cialty for manufacturers; great deIs
light
LAWYERS
roof. Our latest Inverted
mand with large profits. Address
a wonder; 800 candle power; genManufacturer,
P. O. Box 1708,
floor;
erated and lighted from the
Pittsburg, Pa.
R. W. D. BRTAN
can b turned down to a very low WRITE and we will explain how we
'A
draught;
any
pitch; will stand
Attorney at Law
pay any man 885 per month and all
' suitable for the atore or home; owexpenses
traveling
to
orders
take
we
ing t Its patentable features
First National Bank Bafktt
for portraits. Experience unnecesccKpetl-tlowe can protect you frtjn
Albaqoerqoe, New Mexico.
sary.
greatby
This
offer
made
the
guarantee
A five year
est portrait house In the world.
deE.
DOBSOir
each system; a proven success; big
Write now before It is too late.
mand enormous; quick seller:
Dept.
D.
Martel,
Chicago.
S20,
R.
territory.
Attorney at Law.
money maker; exclusive
Illinois AGENTS Opportunity
of lifetime;
Knight Light Co.,
necessary,
experience
no
big
cash
Often, OomweU Block.
St.. Chicago. III.
profits dally and one agent made
Albnqnesqne. W. M.
mterestea in Post Cara
A. LEGMEN
every
891
one
In
will
one
hour;
aid Una, write for our new offer.
buy;
we
more
Issue
and
accident
Free sample outfit, highest comIRA 1C BOHD
sickness policies than any other
missions. We manufacture comcompany In the world; we
similar
cards,
stands,
albums,
plete line of
Attorney at
give the most popular and cheapviews. Continental Art Co., 836 W.
est insurance written; new plan, 81
Chicago
Monroe St.,
a year for 8100 policy; no assessLand Patents Copywrtadbla.
Experienced, to sell our
SALESMAN
ments or dues; other amounts In
Cfciesu, Letter PMm , Trasw
proportion; death benefit, weekly
Marks, datasa.
Una cake and candy specialties to
Indemnity, free medical attendance, 88 F Street, N. W, WaUiBagtoa, IX C
the retail grocery trade In Albu
original popular features,
querque
nd adjoining lermu.j.
either
r
htirhe.rt Duality: 11b- sex; all claims promptly and lib'
THOS. K. D. MADDISOir
erally settled;
assets.
Insurance
era! commission contract; exclusive
com8500,000;
territory. The Roser-Kunicreliable representatives
Atorney at Law.
pany, Kenton, Ohio.
wanted everywhere, exclusive ter
ritory; liberal, permanent Income
OfSoe 11T West Gold Ave.
Increasing each year, absolutely
sure. Address International Cor
poratlon, 231 Broadway, department
ARCHITECT
WANT BO Man with small capital.
63, New York.
Take charge of territory for mer
etiandising business; write for par
F. W. SPIES OTZR
Pope Automatic Mer
ticulars.
LOST
FOUUD
Company, Corn Ex
chandising
change Bank Building, Chicago.
Bout Walter Strata,
LOST On High street, Central ave IM1
nue
or
mornon
street,
the
Fifth
Fort Wlngate. N. M.. Jan. 2, 1909
ing of January 3, a string of gold
INSURANCE
Sealed proposals in triplicate will be
beads. Finder will please return to
until 11 a. ti. January 19.
this office and receive reward.
1909, and then opened, for furnishing
B. A. SLETSTER
Gold avenue and
all labor and material required for In LOST Between 110 open
gold
110
Broadway
face
stalling steam heating system in hosla ranee. Real XMate, Notary
watch, monogram G. C. G. on back,
pital building here. Information furPubUa,
to
leather fob. Reward for return
nished on application. Right reserv
1 10 Odd
avenue.
Ymwmt it and 14. Cronsw
ed to reject any or all bids. Envelopes
Block.
containing proposals must be endorse LOST OR STRAYED A large yloW
N. M. PbosM 184)
ed "Proposals for Installation of steam
Tom Cat. Answers to the name of
Keating system In hospital building,
Mitze. Rcaurd if returned to 714 K.
A. K. WALKJCR
and addressed Quartermaster.
Iron ave.
Flrw
Before buying call and see our list
MONEY TO LOAN
of residences. Prices 8850 to 15,000
Matnal Building
Vacant lots for ale. John Borra- SIT West Central A'
MONEY TO 1)AN Any amount on
dalle, oorner Third und Gold.
A
first L'lasd real estate
Montoya, 215 W. Gold.
.end for Our Select List of
WOODMTLY OF THE WORLD
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
Meet Every Friday levelling
whereby you enn Insert dls- at 8 Sliarp.
REAL ESTATE AGENT
piny ud.t in all ;npers for
W. Cmtral
FORF.ST AT
JOHN BORRADAILE
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
B. W. Moore, O. Q
The Duke Advertising Ag'ney,
REAL ESTATE & INVESTMENTS
Clerk.
D. E. Phillip
Incorporated.
CITY PROPERTY
493 Vet lieiul Ave.
427 B. Main St. 12 Graarv Et
YlsOTlNG SOVKKEIGNS WEL- Ranches, Loans and Rentals 4 Los Angeles, Cal. San Francisco.
COME.
Office Third and Gold
Phone 545
PRINTER

AFTER WATER IN

Muscular pains Cured.
"During tne summer of 1103 I wat
truobled with muscular pains In the
Instep of my foot," says Mr. S. Pedlar, of Toronto, Ont. "At times It was
o painful I could hardly walk. Chamberlain's Pain Palm was recommended to tne. so I tried It and was completely cured by one small bottle. I
have since recommended It to several
of my friends, all of whom speak
highly of 4t." For ale by all

The Citizen is not read
hurriedly, hut thoroughly so that till advertisements receive their share
of attention. It presents
the store news a little
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser time
to plan a shopping tour
for the next morning.

T
Wise advertisers patronize Tho Citizen because
they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the homes In the
evening, ami If they are
offering something worthy of uttcntion,
their
ad lias accomplished its
mission.

I
The Citizen has never
given premiums to subscribers but Is subscribed
to and Hiid for on its
news merits,
showing
that Its subscribers havo
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate
merchants.
These are the people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

z
The Citizen employs a
man wImmo business It Is
lo look after your adver.
tlsing .wants. Ha will
write your copy If yon
wish. If not, he will see
tliat your ads are "set
up" to look their best
und he will attend to
them from day to day.

E
Are you advertising hi
The Citizen? Your competitors are, und are
profiting by It. Do you
think conservative business men are siendlng
money whore they are
not getting results? Get
in tle swim and watch
your business grow.

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque

J
r a fiie

j

KtBUQUERQUg CTTT2EH.

eight.

GIRLS' SHOES

The low prices and high quality of our Children's Shoes keep them moving; this enables
us to serve our customers with fresh stock all

the time and guarantee them the best wear,
since shoes carried on the shelves for any
length of time will dry out and become brittle.
' An examination of our stock will convince

you that our styles are strictly
We guarantee a perfect fit. Calf, Vici Kid or
Patent Kid, Black or Tan, Lace or Button.
up-to-dat-

5 to 8
8 2 to 11
11
to 2
to 6
2
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Clearance Sale
Prices on

e.

.Ltf JitiiaMKlMIlatXI

V

MISS LUTZ Phone 832

208 S. 2nd St.

M. W.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Vice President
FLOURNOY, President
J. C. FLOURNOY, Secretaryl

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Mail Orders Solicited.
North 1st Street

A "MX(" TIME
between bnxfs, Is tho tlimisbt of n l
the people who eat our confectionery.
Hut. il

fivi'-nnnn- il

,MirVit

t,i

lnt

I'm,

young ladies through tho hllriny-and
H I! If T T,1f I.'. HV TIMl
a irRe number for the young men
uimnouie 10 ine ones wito p:ea.;e
them most. Many Fma!l Roolal obll- satmns ean be erased with a
of our candy. Try It.
,

f

1

(O,
Second Ioor North of 1.
SCI1UTT CANDY

O.

PERSONAL,

i

PARA GRAPHS
Should you fall to receive The
Evening Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
No. It, and your paper will be
delivered by apeclai messenger.

Insure

In the Occidental Life.
kinds of fhelled nuts at the
Richelieu grocery.
Lawrence Uroyles of Sun Martial,
is in the city on buwiness,
11. O. Bursum of Socorro, will go
to Santa Fe shortly on personal busiAll

Start the New Tear rllit by learning liaw to economize on your
millinery purcliasea.
Come to ns and we will 1t1i you. Our storo is crowded with
and UNTIUMMEW
TRIMMED JtATS, FELTS, ST MEET 1LATS
HATS. AVe have twice as many as we sliould have at this season
of the year, and we ore going to dispose of them IX price cutting
will do It.
Come In today and buy a lint at your own price.

Wholesale Prices
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

ness.

Herman Schweizcr of the Harvey
curio store, has returned from a business trip to Kansas City and Chicago.
Arthur Holzman of Corona, N. M.,
Is In the city for a few days, attending to business matters and visiting
friends.
Miss May Mueller, who has been
spending the past few days with Miss
May Braekett of 215 Garfield avenue,
left for her home in Gibson, N. M.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Love
of 1103 South Broadway, a baby boy.
Mr. Love is foreman of the Superior
Planing mill.
Imported Frankfurters, Lcberwurst
and summer sausage at the San Jose
market.
Printers and others interested in
the printing trades will bo interested
to learn that they can secure the In- (land Printer of O. J. Kraemer, at The
Citizen office.

PcRiiiar meeting of the Degree of
Honor will be held at the home of
Mrs.
713 South
chn Sehroeder,
Broadway, at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon.
Fresh apple eider for New Year's
at the Richelieu Grocery.
a
The sale of seats for Madam
wIS! open at Matron's book store
at o'clocn tomorrow morning. The
concert will take place at the Elks'
theatre Saturday night.
The remains of X. H. Sullivan, who
died here Sunday morning, were shipped last night to his former home In
Joplin, Mo. Tho body was accompanied by his wife and daughter.
Beet coffee In town for the money,
No. 37 Blend. Richelieu grocery.
Frank Murphy, the Santa Fe coast
line conductor, who was thrown from
the car and injured a few days ago,
lb reported very much Improved and
will be able to enter upon his duties
in a few days.
Madame Halle, a taiented clairvoyant and palmist, has opened parlors
In the ('.vent building to give readings.
One of her remarkable traits is to tell
her visitors the most important thing
trey want to know before 'a question
is asked.
Dr. W. N. Macbeth, owner of the
Booster cigar store, returned today
from a week's visit to Fuywood Hot
Springs. He said that accommodations at the springs were excellent, the
food first class and the baths very
beneficial. There are a number of
people there spending the winter and
enjoying the warm climate and health
giving waters.
At a recent meeting of the new
stockholders
of the Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine works, the following officers and directors were
elected: M. Ridley, president; H. B.
Ray, secretary and treasurer; William
W. O. Hopping,
i.ryce, manager;
Peter Stewart, F. M. Bullard and C.
O. Davis, directors.
The foundry was
recently purchased by these stockholders from R. P. Hall.
Judge G. R. Craig, accompanied by
Mrs. Craig, returned to the city yesterday from a visit to his old home
at Fort Madison, Iowa. He says that
Nor-die-

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

BANK COMMERCE
LBDQUBRQUK, N. M.

OF

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL.. S150.000
orricERs and directors;

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W.: S. STKICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
A. M. Blackwe 1,
O. E. Cromwell.

Sale Begins January 2

The

Ends January 23

Mid-Win- te

Clearance Sale
IN FULL SWING
IS

t

Clothing and Furnishings at
Prices That Will Interest You
REVISED BILL OF FARE

Stein Block and Kuppenheimer Suits as follows:
$18.00 SUITS Sale Price
$14.40
"
""
20.00 "
16.00
n
"
22.50 "
18.00
n
"
25.00 "
20.00
"
"
27 00 "
21.60
w
"
30.00 "
24. OO
All Overcoats at same prices

Monarch and Wilson Bros. Shirts, Your
Choice 80c. Cluett Shirts $L2S.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
i

the only snow he saw while away was
on the Glorleta mountains as he was
going and coming. The weather Is
mild in the east, and so is business.
He said that the shops at Fort Madison were only running three days a
week and eight hours a day. Times
are harder In the east than they are
here.
of Grunsfcld
Alfred Grunsftld
Bros., wholesale
dry goods merchants, expects to leave this evening
in a business trip to Xew York.
Any part or all of the first floor of
the Luna and Strickier building Is
r.ow ready for occupancy and will be
Any
leased to responsible parties.
alterations desired will be made to
0
suit tenants. Total floor space,
square feet. Basement same dimensions. Steam heat and all other
Apply W. S.
modern improvements.
Strickier.
The body of the late Donald Xlcol-so- n
the young man who was found
d.'ud in his iiid V. a rooming house
hi Wist Silver avenue yesterday
mcnlrjK, will be buried in
Rev.
cemetery tomorrow afternoon.
Kit leto r Cook officiating.
From letters found in the pockets of the dead
man It v as learned that he had brothers lit Iisjr In Chicago, who were notified by wire of the death of their
brother. Answer came yesielday
Undertaker Strong to give
ilecius-ei roper burial.
Roscoe Brown, age 28 years, died
at the St. Joseph's sanitarium at 6
o'clock last evening, death resulting
Mr. Brown, acfrom tuberculosis.
companied by his wife, father and
mother, arrived In the city Sunday
Det vening in a critical condition.
ceased was being taken to Phoenix.
Ariz., but when this city was reached
it was thought advisable that he be
kept here for a few days. The body
will be shipped to the former home
of the deceased in Warren, Ind., tomorrow.
G. R. Roberts, brother of E. W.
Roberts, superintendent of construction on the new federal building, accompanied by his wife, arrived in
the city recently and has engaged ofbuilding,
fices in the
where he will engage i the profession of civil instructural engineer. Mr.
Roberts comes well recommended as
being a most reliable structural and
consulting engineer us well as architectural designer. Mr. and Mrs. Rob- rts have secured the residence located at 814 North Fourth street,
where they will make their home.
The one hundredth anniversary of
the birth of Abraham Lincoln will be
celebrated by the local order of Odd
Fellows February 12 at their hall on
South Second street. They will be
sided by the Rebekahs, who comprise tho wives and sisters of the Odd
Fellows and the event promises to
be a most enjoyable one. Among the
many numbers on the program will
be a paper entitled "Lincoln," read
by W. Francis Newell, formerly of
Buffalo,. N. Y. This paper was read
several years ago by Mr. Newell before the Buffalo Historical foelety,
and will no doubt be most entertaining.
The public is cordially invited
to attend this celebration.
Any part or all of the first floor of
the Luna and Strickier building Is
now ready for occupancy and will be
Any
leased to responsible parties.
alterations desired will be made to
suit tenants. Total floor space, 12.- 000 square feet. Basement same dl
menslons. Steam heat and all other
modern Improvements. Apply W. S.
Strickier.

2OsX)0K)0K5OeV30000

Luna-Strickl-

ir

Tcuclier for the
Albuquerque Business College.
Prof. Joseph E. Goodsell is the new
commercial teacher at the Business
college.
Mr. Goodsell la a graduate
of the Kansas Wesleyan Business
college at Salina, Kan., and a
with the ileeree of M. Acct.
tiom the Central Kansas Business
college at Abilene, Kan. He comes
h'ghly recommended as an instructor
and business college man. He is an
active member of the Knights of Columbus, and altogether is a gentleman worthy of the support of the
public spirited citizens.
Mrs. W. E. Milliken also returned
Sunday night from Amarillo.. Texas,
where she has been' visiting for two
Y . K.
v eeks with her husband, Prof.
Milliken, who has charge of tho
college. The two
schools are being operated under the
same management'and nave received
a goodly attendance at both points.
There are a number of new registrations at the business college this
week. Those desiring to enroll for
any work should do so at once, while
the classes are being formed.
Our shoe polishes are the best that
money can buy. They will not only
improve the looks of your footwear,
but increase its durability. Packages
are inc. 15c and 25c at C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Central avenue.
A

New Commercial

tn

HMH.

,

000OeKsXwOOsX)0XpO0

WHY
the best

15ecau.se

cook in the world
can't make a good
cup of coffee out

Another of our famous
Green Tag Sales will begin Monday Morning,
Jan. 4th.

poor material.

of

BUY
at Maloy's because
they're sole agents
for this city.

16 PRICE REDUCTIONS

MALOY'S
PHONE 72

on everything in Winter
Goods, Clothing, Shoes,
Shirts. Neckwear, etc.

Madame Halle
world s .ri:ati:st 1S v.
CHIC AMI CLAIRVOYANT.

Tin:

Madame Halle Has No

ConiK-tit-ors-

The Central Ave.

Simon Stern

Clothier

.

IWLVWLHll!JBHlffi&1.V.U'r!lJiyiAfrB

She tells of loved ones, living or dead, your M'ei'ct troubles,
the cause and rent'- - ly. Oivi's infallible advice on all tiff airs of life.
If you intend to make any changes
or start in business. tr in fact,
take any important step, don't fa, I
to consult MiiiIii:iii' I la hi'. 11. r
may save you great worry
ana perhaps financial loss. She
tf'ves descriptions of persons even
though miles away. She tells past,
present and future In such a way
that you cannot but be convinced
of her wonderful occult powers.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

oality and Quantity

ad-v:-

a. m. to 12 m.
p. in. to 8 p. m.

HOURS:
1

Room

We give you both. Corjpare our coal with
others as to QUALITY and TEST WEIGHTS
as to QUANTITY, and be convinced that ours
is the best and cheapest. We also handle
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.

19

JOHN S. BEAVEM

Grant Building

SOX BOUTH

J

FIRST STREET

BflmmBDHBBBBK
Our

Prices,

Best Goods,

Strong Brothers

The

LOWEST FRICES

BEST GOAL

9 2.00 to $ 4.M
lloraa Blanket
4.2S
2.00 to
jap Robea
Auto Robes, waterproof.
12.00 to 4S.0S
Team Harness
Double Buggy Har17. BO to 24.0
ness
Single surrey harness 171.00 to lt.Ot
8. SO to 21.01
Buggy harness
Express wagon har12.10 to 21.0
ness
Celebrated
Askew
4.60 to lt.Ot
Baddies
Our Harness and Saddles guaranteed
to be as good as is on the market
Parts ot Harness kept In stock. Call
and see our stock before you bay

THOS. F."KELEHER
408 West Railroad Avenue

AUCTION

at the....

BEST PRICE
GALLUP LUMP GOAL
GALLUP

MILL WOOD ANO KINDLING

AZTEC FUEL

StCOKO

IRttT.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant

Phone 251

SPECIAL

B. II. Briggs & Co.

DRUGGIST
ALVARADO

Administrator's Sale.

nn.

H

701-2-

EGG COAL

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.
Wednesday, January 0. 1:30 p. m.
sharp, at the finely furnished home of HIGHLAND PHARMACY
tha late Mrs. E. Hart, 3)6 West Coal
Occidental Building
avenue.
Acting hh administrator, I will sell
at auction an excellent lot of fur- Bring Us Your Prescription!
niture, consisting In part of
range, refrigerator, kitchen utensils,
dishes oak dining table and chairs, Kodak Developing and Finishing
two 150 brass and Iron beds two eani-tar- y
couches, wash stands, dressers,
Personal Attention Given
buffet, sideboard, springs, mattresses,
to All Work.
c,
lace curtains, shades, velvet rugs,
150 leather chair, willow an! Mall Orders Solicited. SatUfactloa Guaranteed
oak rockers, lump.', hall carpets, cenHawley on the Corner
ter tables, music rack, comforters,
two
sewing
blankets,
machine,
pa
de-every
tn
Our work Is 1UG11T
couches. $500 piano (golden oak case)
i knent. Hubba Laundry Co.
and etc.
o
This tle will appeal to you if you
"Generally debilitated for years.
Champion Grocery Co.
Had sick headaches, lacked ambition, want to buy good furniture. will be
The proceeds of the sale
Matteuccl Bros.
was worn out and all run down, Burand educaPhone 51
dock's Blood Bitters made me a well used toward the support daughter
of
woman." Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moos-u- tion of the littlo adopted
the late Mrs. Hart.
Conn.
Inspect goods Tuesday before sab'.
SPECIALS .
AUGUST KRAMER,
llamlee ltesl Olive Oil. qU 7.V-- ;
Administrator.
hair trullon, $1.50; irtillon, ;i;
SCOTT KNIGHT.
Mrletly pure, from I;uivu, Ituly.
WHEN YOU 15UY CUT (JLASS ASK KOR
Auctioneer.
All kinds or rancy iniMrtel
and bet meat in tlie
Our blilrt and collar work la per.
fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" to
We have both makes. Our stock is large, Every piece marked very
All Kinds of lYe.li Meat and
tho proper UUne. We lead others
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
follow.
Groeerlee.
to reduce stock.
lMI'KRIAL LAUNDRY Of3.
Let X'a Have a Trial Order.
622-6:- !
1 W. Tijeras.
Central Ave.
The Leading
It is not what you pay for advertis1 1
ing but what
advertising
PAYS
Albuquerque
Jeweler
YOU, that makes it valuable.
Our
rates are lowest for equal service,
o
Are you luoklng for the best fitting and longest wearing
line of
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE vol against (.renter Albuquerque.
A vote against tlin sewer bonds Is a stockings fur men. women and chilAvnot
W0il
Try
dren?
Sllvr
our lilaek Cat brand. We
ill. Hi
guarantee them to give satisfaction or
FOR SALE.
TELEPHONE 97
Albuqvmrqut. ft. M.
will refund the money, (J. May's shoe
Horses, cows, burros, mutes, sheep store, 314 West Central a vine.
.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxj juuuuutxirjuorxxxxxyxccxxx;- - or any livestock, at 200 North Broado
way.
Our work Is 1UGIIT to every
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
o
llubba Laundry Co.
A vote against tlte sewer bonds Is a
CALL... '
vote against Cronlcr Albuquerque,
Subscribe for the Citizen and get
the news.
We clean rugs and draperies by

I Half Gallon Cans of

Log Cabin
Syrup
7Gg- -

ss

Mx-ho-

We are almost out of
quarts and gallons but
have more half gallons
than we can carry.

car-pet-

;

SKINNER'S
205 South First
Street

p.

HAWKS, OR LIBBEY

PPDITT
LV Lll

SAM KEE
A
M

Show your individuality by
buying something distinctive
for Xmaa gifts. We carry an
exclusive line of Oriental Novel-lie- s
besides our Mexicas Goods
and Ind las Curios.

K

E
E

215 S. 2d St.

00CKXK)00000000 0COOOO0C)0OO00

W.J. PATTERSON

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

.lAN'UAKV

GREEN TAG SALE

Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffees

12.-t0-

85c to $1.50
$1.00 to $1.85
$1.25 to $2.25
$1.75 to $2.50

Millinery

Tt'IiSD.W,

- Mitr

fumiiij i J

li

ilii

'''ill

"",I'J

Near P.

DUKE CITY
HATTERS
Isulles

AND

GLEANERS

and Gentlemen's rth-l- n

of all kliuls,

draperies,

rugs and

cleaned by
VACUUM METHOD.

Uata

Cleaned

Um

and Repaired.

S21 Wewt Gold Awuim.

0.

